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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This volume of the contract Final Report is divided into seven (7)

sections. The principal conclusions of each section are listed below in num-

erical order corresponding to their order in the text.

1. Discrimination

a. Regional (! 30° ) phases such as P, Pg, S, and Lg are re-

corded with significant amplitudes in many parts of the world and, where ob-

served, can provide significant information for monitoring test ban treaties

and, in particular, can improve discrimination capability.

b. Numerous techniques for discrimination using regional data

have been suggested and, in some cases, developed. However, most of these

potential tool:i have been tested on limited data sets, usually from one geo-

graphic region and often utilizing only one or two recording stations.

c. Regional discriminants which appear to be most promising

) include:

1. the regional variant of the Ms: mb criterion.

2. the excitation of short period SH waves.

3. generation of higher mode surface waves.

4. long period surface wave energy density.

5. spectral ratios in Pg and Lg.

6. arguably, Lg/P amplitude ratios.

d. Most importantly, a regional discrimination experiment is

required to systematically evaluate these proposed discriminants using a common

data base covering all of the test sites. The discriminants should be evaluated

systematically for their success/failure ratio both individually and in com-

binations using multivariate statistical tools.

2. Yield determinations

a. Lg(Z), Lg(T), Pg (Z) and Pg(T), where observed, all appear

to have significant potential as indicators of yield.

b. For Nevada Test Site events, Lg amlitudes either (Z) or (T)

do not appear to be contaminated by non-isotropic source components indicated

by the generation of long period Love waves.

c. Lg(T) amplitudes are consistently larger than Lg(Z) amplitudes

at the same station for all of the epicentral distances studied.

i



d. Amplitude-yield curves have been determined from 12 NTS

events for each of three components of P, Pg and Lg as recorded at WWSSN stations

in the conterminous United States.

e. Some WWSSN stations show significantly smaller scatter in

Lg amplitude-yield data than other stations. Another group of stations shows

smaller scatter in Pg amplitude-yield data. The scatter in Lg and Pg data is

generally smaller than that of P data in the same distance range.

3. Catskill Seismic Array (CSA)

CSA was a tripartite array (about 3 km sides) of three component, broad-

band (from long period to 12.5 Hz) seismometers (T0- 15 sec) with digital re-

cording that operated from September 1980 to November 1981 near RAI headquarters

at Stone Ridge, New York, on the high Q lithosphere of eastern North America.

This array, and, therefore, its data are unique for the central and eastern United

States. A significant quantity of high quality data from CSA are available for

studies of regional North American earthquakes and explosions, and earthquakes

and explosions from other regions.

4. HARZER recorded at CSA

Excellent recordings were obtained at CSA from the NTS explosion HARZER.

P has high S/N and coherence across the array. Energy in P drops rapidly above

.7 Hz. Lg has its highest amplitude on the transverse component; lowest on the

longitudinal horizontal. Spectra of all three components are similar except
most c0 the additional energy on the transverse lies below 0.3 Hz. Transverse

and vertical components of Lg are well correlated across the array.

Well dispersed sedimentary Rayleigh waves (12 to 3 secs) are the largest

signals (ground velocities) on the vertical and longitudinal horizontal com-

-. ponents. Because of radical changes in the upper 5 km of the wave guide be-

tween NTS and CSA,these strong arrivals were unexpected.

,* 5. Explosion P Waves at CSA and Wake Hydrophone Array (WHA)

Array processing of explosion P waves at both CSA and WHA improve

the signal to noise ratio significantly. The P arrival is highly coherent

across both arrays. In the case of WHA, the first ocean-surface reflected

arrival can be added to direct P on each bottom hydrophone to make an equiva-

lent two element vertical array. Delay sum stacking produces near theoretical

improvement in signal to noise. Pre-filtering before spectral-analysis seems to

ii
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improve spectral S/N, perhaps because of smaller windowing effects, (i.e.,

pre-filtered, stacked spectra produced the best S/N).

Apparent Q and t*, as functions of frequency, for explosion P waves from

three USSR sites and NTS to WHA and to CSA were determined for 7 propagation

paths. The method assumes a simple source function with arbitrary corner

frequency, fo, and a reasonable frequency dependence for Q, Q = Qo+Kf. Q0 , K,

and fo are determined by matching the P wave spectrum with a theoretical

curve. For all paths, Q increases strongly above 1 Hz. Near 1 Hz, Q for NTS

paths is much lower than for USSR paths. However, at higher frequencies

( -10 Hz), the difference is not so great; the regional (330) path NTS-CSA

has the lowest Q values. Q for the upper mantle under CSA is somewhat higher

than under WHA. In order of decreasing Q, the USSR sites rank: Novaya Zemlya;

Eastern Kazakh, and Western Siberia.

6. The Northwest Pacific Lithosphere

The lithosphere of the northwest ?acific is an extremely efficient

seismic wave guide, passing frequencies as high as 15 and 20 Hz to 3300 km for

*telesesimic Pn and Sn respectively. Using WHA recordings of 'high-frequency,

teleseismic Pn and Sn signald, which are believed to travel within the litho-

sphere, apparent Q as a function of frequency from about 1 to 10-15 Hz, was

obtained by two methods, and the apparent source spectra (i.e., with the effects

Iof finite Q removed) for Pn and Sn were determined. The results indicate that

Q is higher for Sn than for Pn, above 10,000 and above 5,000 for Sn and Pn,

respectively, near 10 Hz.

7. Upgrade of WHA for Digital Recording

In September 1982 the recording system at WHA was upgraded from analog

recording (on tape cassettes) of three hydrophones to digital recording of all

eleven (possibly 12) operational hydrophones in the array. The operation of

WHA (and this upgrading) are primarily the responsiblity of the Hawaii Institute of

Geophysics; RAI provides advice and technical support in this program. The new

system is microprocessor controlled and, therefore, quite flexible. The nominal

configuration is 11 channels, 80Hz sampling rate, 16 bit resolution, 4 tape

reels per day. The data returned to date appear to be excellent; this is de-

monstrated by a seismogram and spectra of P, Pn, Sn and T from a large earth-

quake south of Honshu, Japan.

SLd



1. DISCRIMINATION TECHNIQUES AT REGIONAL DISTANCES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The following material is extracted from a paper by Pomeroy, Best, and

McEvilly entitled "Test Ban Treaty Verification with Regional Data-A Review".

This paper was prepared for a State of the Art Symposium at the Seismological

Society of America (SSA) meeting in Anaheim, California in 1982. The entire

paper will be published in the Bulletin of the SSA in 1982. Work on regional

discriminants carried out under this (and preceding) contract is summarized

together with the work of other investigators in this field to indicate the

current state of knowledge in this area.

This portion of the report summarizes the use of regional (4< 3C -eis-

mic data in a test ban context for identifying underground nuclear expa ons.

* In many areas of the world (Eastern North America, Africa, Eastern USSI Lg

is the largest amplitude wave recorded on standard seismograph systems

gional distances and thus is the most appropriate phase for monitoring .il

magnitude events. Lg and other regional phases may contain information on

source depth, but such information has not been exploited to date. Fifteen

classes of regional discriminants other than depth have been identified including:

1. First Motion

I 2. M S:mb

3. P2 /PI Ratio

4. Excitation of Short Period SH Waves

5. Lg/Rg Amplitude Ratios

* 6. Pn/Lg, Pg/Lg, and Pmax/Lg Amplitude Ratios

, 7. Lg Group Velocity and Energy Ratios in Lg

0 8. Exditation of Sn

9. Third Moment of Frequency

10. Generation of Higher Mode Surface Waves

11. Peak Amplitudes of Love and Rayleigh Waves and Long Period

Surface Wave Energy Density

12. Prevailing Period of Long Period Love Waves

13. Spectral Ratio-Long Period S Waves to Rayleigh Waves

14. Spectral Ratio-Long Period Love Waves to Rayleigh Waves

15. Frequency of the Peak Spectral Amplitudes and Spectral Ratios

in Pn, Pg, S, and Lg.

-- I -
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Each of these proposed discriminants has, with differing degrees of success,

separated some explosions from some earthquakes. However, most have been

tested only on limited data, usually from one geographic region and only one

or two recording stations. No systematic analyses have been done to determine

the best individual discriminant or combination of them.

The major conclusion of the present study is that a systematic and com-

parative evaluation of all the proposed regional discriminants is now required, J

utilizing a common data base derived from all present day test sites. This

evaluation would suggest the optimal discrimination procedure using regional

waves, and would also define areas of needed research. Without such an inte-

grated evaluation, it is still possible to speculate, using existing results,

on the most promising regional discriminants.
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DISCRIMINATION TECHNIQUES AT REGIONAL DISTANCES

Introduction

Since the first public discussion of underground nuclear test monitoring

at the Geneva meeting of a Committee of Experts in July and August, 1958, the

problem of discrimination using regional seismic phases has proven to be re-

markably difficult to solve. During this time, however, a large number of

ideas for empirical discriminants have been put forth and tested. Most of these

techniques suffer from one or more of the following problems%

1. Insufficient evaluation of azimuth and distance variation effects.

2. Insufficient evaluation of regional variation*..

3. An insufficient size of the explosion and earthquake populations tested.

4. A lack of comparable explosions and earthquakes in the same geographical

area recorded at the same station(s).

in this section of the report, we will describe each of the regional dis-

crimination techniques and point out the limitations in their applicability.

Regional discriminants include:

1. First Motion

2. MSm

3.PI P 1Ratio

4. Excitation of Short Period SH Waves

*5. LgIRg Amplitude Ratios

6. PnfLg, Pg/Lg, and P mx/Lg Amplitude Ratios

7. Lg Group Velocity and Energy Ratios in Lg

8. Excitation of Sn

*9. Third Moment of Frequency

10. Generation of Higher Mode Surface Waves

11. Peak amplitudes of Love and Rayleigh Waves and Long Period Surface

Wave Energy Density

12. Prevailing Period of Long Period Love Waves

13. Spectral Ratio-Long Period S Waves to Rayleigh Waves

14. Spectral Ratio-Long Period Love Waves to Rayleigh Waves

1.5. Frequency of the Peak Spectral Amplitudes and Spectral Ratios

in Pn, Pg, S, and Lg.

These discrimination techniques can be classified into three major groups

involving:
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1. radiation patterns

2. relative excitation of various phases and modes

3. frequency content.

Some of these techniques overlap one anoL4.r in that they rely partially on the

same parameters but they are separated here for ease of discussion.

1. First Motion

Historically, this method was one of the first proposed for distinguishing

earthquakes. At Geneva. in 1958, the monitoring system proposed by the Committee

of Experts was designed around this criterion which involves the observation of

the direction (up or down) of the ground motion in the initial P wave. These

observations require reasonable signal to noise ratios and, given the knowledge

of amplitude attenuation at the time, required observing stations within 5OC to

1000 kmn of the source. In this criterion, the explosion source is assumed to

be symetric and to radiate compressive motion in all directions while the source

models for earthquakes exhibit two quadrants of compressional first motion

and two quadrents of dilatational first motion. As Douglas (1980) notes, this

criterion essentially allows the identification of earthquakes; that is, if one

or more clear dilatational phases are observed, the source is presumed to be

an earthquake. If compressional phases are observed at all stations, the source

cannot be discriminated--it could be an explosion or an earthquake with an

orientation such that observing stations lie only in the compressional quadrants

of the P wave radiation pattern. Although this methodology works in principle,

the signal to noise requirements for the initial P arrival coupled with complexity

of P wave arrivals in the distance range 0 to 1000 kmi presented formidable obstacles

to its utilization in this distance range. In fact, in testimony to Congress in

1971, Lukasik (1971) classified this technique as "not as useful as expected" al-

though his remarks do not indicate whether he was referring to teleseismic distance

ranges, regional distance ranges or both. in any case, the idea of using polarity

of first motions and the resulting requirement for reasonable signal to noise ratios

led to the numerous developments in array design and deployment that ultimately

contributed greatly to our knowledg~e in seismology.

2 H:m

In the early 1960's, partially because of the formidable complexities in 0

observations at regional distance ranges and partially because of enhanced know-

ledge of propagation characteristics, the emphasis in the seismological research

programs associated with monitoring explosions shifted from regional to teleseismic

'Pr
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distance ranges. Major improvements in observational and theoretical capabili-

ties led, in the mid-60's, to the discovery, extensive use, and acceptance of

the Ms :mb discrimination criterion at teleseismic distances. For descriptions

of the evolution, use, and acceptance of this teleseismic criterion, the reader

is referred to Douglas (1980), Dahlman and Israelson (1977), and Bolt (1976).

Here, we are concerned with the extension of this technique to regional dis-

tances. The detection of surface waves, of course, becomes easier as the dis-t tance decreases and thus some type of M5 data from monitoring stations at re-

gional distances will be particularly valuable. Given a measure of MS, the

major problem then is to obtain a measure of mb at these distances. What is

being sought is a measure of the high frequency body wave energy and the low

frequency surface wave energy. Key evidence to evaluate the parameters is pro-

vided by McEvilly and Peppin (1972) and Peppin and McEvilly (1974). In their

1972 paper, these authors examine 51 NTS explosions in the magnitude range ML

= 4.0 to 6.3, as recorded at the Berkeley seismic station, and 34 other events

including earthquakes, explosion collapses, and aftershocks in the Nevada region

in the magnitude range ML = 3.8 to 6.5. The distance range is about 500 km.

The authors plot relative Pn amplitudes versus Rayleigh wave amplitudes

and show (Figure 1-i) good separation between the two sets of events. In 1974,

the same authors extended this study, examining 16 events at the four University

of California Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (UC-LLL) stations. These data show

good separation between the different types of events (Figure 1-2). Marshall (per-

sonal communication) uses the Marshall and Basham (1972) MS formulation and an

unspecified mb conversion to convert the UC-LLL amplitude data MS and mb values.

He shows good separation on mb:MS plots down to mb = 4 and MS - 2 for the Berk-

eley data and good separation down to MS = 1 and mbt-2 3.0 for the Mina station

of the UC-LLL network. He states that these values correspond to a yield of

approximately 0.1 kt in hard rock. Whether we agree with these conversions or

not, the important conclusion is that, as the original data demonstrate, the

discrimination technique works down to low magnitude levels and might be particu-

larly useful in these distance ranges. This conclusion, like most of the others

discussed here, is valid only at the particular stations studied for NTS events.

Peppin (personal communication), more recently reported Pn and LR amplitude data

for the Jamestown station and did not achieve the same satisfactory separation

of the two populations. Since the Jamestown station lies, in an approximate

way, along the same azimuth from NTS as Mina and Berkeley and lies between the
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latter two stations, the reason for this failure is not understood. Peppin did

report that the use of a ratio of the Pg to Sg amplitude envelope did separate

these data. Basham (1969) studies the data from stations df the Canadian net-

work as recorded from 26 explosions (25 NTS events) in the magnitude range mb

4.5 to 6.3 (MS 3.5 to 6.3) and 28 earthquakes from the southwestern portion of

North America in the magnitude range mb 3.8 to 5.7 (MS 4.0 to 6.3). MS:mb plots

of this data show good separation between the two populations. The Canadian

network stations cover a distance range that technically falls both in the re-

gional and teleseismic ranges although they are, of course, on the same contin-

ental land mass as the event populations studied. Tb-- derived magnitudes are

calculated in the same manner for all events. Network averages for MS and

were the values plotted.

Pomeroy (1977) uses a somewhat different approach for the eastern United

States. He determines %Lg (Nuttli, 1973) and MSR for four eastern United States

earthquakes using all available NEUSSN and WWSSN data. MSR is evaluated using

measured Rayleigh amplitudes which, using appropriate theoretical factors, are

extrapolated to the larger distances where MS are considered applicable (i.e.

the methodology in Lieberman and Pomeroy, 1969). The resultant M S:mb

values are plotted together with those of four eastern United States earthquakes

as determined by Nuttli (1973). Similar values are derived for the SALMON nu-

clear explosion. The results are presented in Figure 1-3. The explosion with

mbLg"-4 and M S 'W'3 does not appear to be significantly different from the ad-

mittedly sparce earthquake population.

In any case, the promising results in the western United States make this

variant of the M45:mS: technique an extremely promising discrimination technique.

2 1
3. P /P Ratio

Press et al. (1963) follow an earlier suggestion that the ratio of the

amplitude of the second half cycle of the P motion (P 2) to the first half cycle
1

amplitude (P ) might be larger for explosions than for earthquakes. To test

this hypothesis, Press et al. test three populations:

1. a random sampling of 47 Kern County shocks recorded in the 100

to 200 km distance range with magnitudes (ML) of 3.8 to 5.9 and

focal depths 0 to 18 km

2. 40 southern California earthquakes recorded at distances of 30

to 300 km with magnitudes of 1.6 to 4.7 and focal depths of 0 to

41 km

K 1-, ." ,7,77, -:, ; -
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3. 44 Nevada Test Site explosions, plus GNOME recorded at distances

of 100 to 500 km.

For this sample, 20% of the earthquakes fall outside the range occupied

by 95% of the explosions. Although the explosion and earthquake populations

overlap severely in this test of the technique, a statistical test showed a

highly significant difference in the means of the explosion and earthquake pop-

ulations. With the shift of emphasis in the research program away from regional

distance observations, this potential discriminant faded from view. In 1971,

Lukasik, Director of DARPA in a Congressional Testimony, classified this tech-

nique in the "poor and have been abandoned" category. Given the current under-

standing of regional wave propagation and recording, this is not a valid dis-

crimination technique.

4. Excitation of Short Period SH Waves

A 'pure' explosion would not be expected to generate horizontally polar-

ized shear waves. This discrimination technique, as well as several others to

be discussed below, is based on the premise that earthquakes are more efficient

generators of SH motion than explosions of equivalent size. Press et al. (1963),

to evaluate this technique, use a procedure involving the integration of SH

energy in an eight second window centered on the arrival time of the SH waves.

The authors identify this wave as Sg but the associated group velocity (3.49

km/sec for the explosions or 3.54 km/sec for the earthquakes) identifies the

wave as Lg in our terminology. The variation of energy with time in this eight

second window is taken as the indicator of SH excitation. The rapidity of

build up of the energy and the ratio of energy in the four second window before

and after the SH arrival time are the factors used to describe the SH excita-

tion. Thirty-two NTS underground explosions and 13 earthquakes in the California-

Nevada region are used in the analysis. The mean energy ratio for the explo-

sions is 8.4 + 4.3 and for the earthquakes 41.2 + 32.8. Although the SH exci-

tation by the earthquakes is highly variable, the differences are highly sig-a

nificant statistically. Thirty percent of the earthquakes havehigher energy

ratios than any of the explosions and 90% of the earthquakes have higher ratios

than 67% of the explosions. As the authors point out, the SH generation by

earthquakes is azimuth dependent and the station used (Tinemaha) might be lo-

* cated on A node of SH excitation for some of the earthquakes. Although this parti-

cular measurement has not been used further, other discriminants based on rela-

tive excitation of short period SH motion have been suggested. Field experi-

ments (McEvilly, personal communication) indicate that SH, is observed at close-

* Pin distances from explosions.

2i2-
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Although this technique has not been tested extensively, its theoretical

basis is reasonable and the initial results are encouraging. The extension of

the method to utilize recordings at a number of stations at different azimuths

to minimize radiation pattern effects in the earthquake population should pro-

vide a meaningful evaluation of its usefulness as a discrimination technique.

5. Lg/Rg Amplitude Ratios

Lg and Rg are defined in Press et al. (1963) as short period Love and Ray-

leigh waves corresponding to relatively flat portions of higher mode dispersion

curves. In their study, Lg amplitude is derived from the vector sum of the peak

horizontal motion in the phase Lg arriving in the group velocity window 3.4 to

3.6 km/sec. Rg is the peak amplitude of vertical motion occurring on the window

of 2.9 to 3.1 km/sec and thus, may be higher mode or fundamental mode energy.

Larger values of the Lg/Rg ratio should be associated with earthquakes and

smaller values with explosions. In an earlier presentation, Press (1959) re-

ported that 50% of the earthquakes he studied had values higher than any

explosion. Press at al. extend the data base of the earlier study to include

50 earthquakes and 50 explosions. Forty-six percent of the earthquakes fall

entirely outside of the range of the explosion data. Sixty percent of the earth-

quakes fall outside of the range of data for 96% of the explosions. Again, the

difference in the mean values for the earthquakes (2.13 + 1.8) and the explo-

sions (0.77 + 0.05) is statistically highly significant.

The Lg/Rg ratio may be a discriminant but it requires further evaluation 3

and refinement. The amplitude distributions of these waves are not well under-

stood theoretically and require further work.

6. Pn/L&, Pg/Ls, and P ,,/Lg Amplitude Ratios

In the past few years, discriminants based on the amplitude of Lg rela-

tive to the amplitude in P have received a major reevaluation. The first pre-

sentation of this idea and supporting data is given by Willis et al. (1963)

and Willis (1963). Willis (1963) reports on recordings made of one NTS explo-

sion and one earthquake that occurred on NTS and computes 12 amplitude ratios

for different portions of these relatively wide band magnetic tape recordings.

The distance is approximately 450 km. Among the 12 ratios are Pg/Sn, Sn

(essentially)/Pn and Lg/Pn. The largest difference between the two events is

shown by the Lg/Pn ratio--2.0 for the explosion and 10.6 for the earthquake.
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In a companion paper, Willis et al. (1963) reports on particle velocity ratios

of the maximum shear surface waves to the maximum compressional waves (essentially

Lgmax/P max ) for 70 underground NTS explosions and more than 200 earthquakes that

cover a world-wide geographic range. The majority of the earthquakes fall in

the magnitude range from I to 4. To quote the authors, "...it was apparent that

earthquakes in general generated larger shear surface waves than the underground

nuclear shots". The authors also point out that it is comparatively easy to

separate the predominant compressional waves from the predominantly shear sur-

face waves. The results show 78% of the earthquakes have larger ratios than

the nuclear shots. Comparing the Lgmax/Pmax ratio as a function of frequency,

the authors find that 58% to 83% of the earthquakes can be distinguished. Although

the data are not entirely unambiguous (because most of the earthquakes were re-

corded at distances less than 190 km and most of the explosions were recorded

at distances of 190 to 460 km) these papers provide the basis for much of the

later work.

Using multivariate statistical analyses, Booker and Mitronovas (1964)study

the combined discriminating capability of seven energy ratios computed from

20 earthquakes, 27 nuclear explosions and three explosion collapses. Nine inte-

grals involving the vertical, Z, radial, R, and transverse, T, amplitudes
2 2 2

individually squared, and integrals of T + R + Z for different group

velocity windows are computed. The authors estimate abouL an 85% probability of

correctly classifying a given event as an explosion or an earthquake. Perhaps

the most powerful discriminators in this analysis are ratios of energy following

S to energy preceding S. This study is important in another sense in that it in-

dicates the major value of using multivariate statistical analyses in discrimin-

ating the two populations. The use of the Lg/P ratio was apparently not pursued

through the late 1960's. In 1970, Ryall reported on the use of Pg/Sg amplitude

ratio in the distance range of 0 to 300 km,which is essentially the same measure-

sment. The earthquake ratio tends to be < 1 while most of the explosion data fall

above that line. As the author correctly notes, some of the low Sg generation by

earthquakes (resulting in high values of the ratio) may be the result of azimuthal

variations in the radiation pattern.

Lukasik (1971) in Congressional Testimony identifies S to P wave amplitude

* ratios as a discriminant, but does not indicate its degree of usefulness. Fol-

lowing these papers, there is again a hiatus in studies involving this discrim-

inant until the renewal of interest in regional'propagation in late 1977. At

that time Pomeroy (1977) reported on Lg and P amplitudes in the eastern United

t , .
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States from 12 earthquakes and the SALMON nuclear explosion detonated in Mississ-

ippi. The author shows that, for the earthquakes, Lg amplitudes are approxi-

mately ten times the P amplitudes (Lg/P - 10) whereas for SALMON, the ratios

are of the order of two to three. Blandford and Hartenberger (1978) report

that the ratio of the maximum amplitude before Sn to the maximum amplitude

after Sn, as measured on short period vertical instruments, is a "good discrim-

inant". They also report that better separation between explosions and earth-

quakes is observed in the eastern United States relative to the western United

States. At this point, although there was general agreement that the Lg/P dis-

criminant was useful, certain data began to indicate that the application of the

discriminant might be difficult, particularly for the USSR where there are es-

sentially no earthquakes in the geographic areas of many of the explosions, so

that direct comparison of amplitude ratios along essentially identical paths is

not possible. All of the studies reported below suffer this defect. Pomeroy

and Nowak (1979) report that for 20 explosions and seven earthquakes, ,pri-

marily in the western USSR, Lg amplitudes are roughly equal to P wave ampli-

tudes. This is in sharp contrast to the data in eastern North America. The

authors note that all of their observations are from WWSSN stations located

outside the USSR and that propagation paths crossed significant tectonic bound-

aries. Plots of log (A/T) Lg indicate that, for the western USSR, the admit-
A/T (P)

tedly small earthquake population brackets the explosion population. The

authors note that this result requires further refinement and evaluation of

the method prior to its use as-a discriminant. Although the data sample for

the above study contains three East Kazakh events, Pomeroy (1979) extends the

study with 25 additional East Kazakh events, four other central USSR explosions,

and the Gazli earthquakes as recorded at KBL and MHI, and reported essentially

identical results. Pomeroy (1979) also points out that Nersesov and Rautian

(1968) had reported on the efficiency of pTopagation of Lg across Central Asia

using seismograms from up to 54 stations along a 3500 km profile labeled Pamir-

Lena River from epicentral regions in Cisbaikal, Sinkiang Province, the Gobi

Desert, southwest China, and the Himalayas. They report their results in the

form of amplitude ratios of Lg to P. For many areas and paths, the ratios are

high, indicating that discrimination might be possible, but for the other paths,

including all in southwest China and the Himalayas, the observed ratios are

low. Pomeroy (1980) analyzes records published by Ruzaiken et al. (1977) and

slows that, for those events, Lg amplitudes are significantly higher than P

-~ ~ -
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amplitudes, except for events with propagation paths crossing the Himalayas.

Thus the Lg/P amplitude ratio discriminant might be highly useful in those

portions of the USSR east of the East Kazakh test site. However, Chen and

Pomeroy (1980) point out the necessity for careful regionalization of this

discriminant.

Gupta et al.(1980) investigate the propagation of the phases Pn, Pg, Sn, and

Lg at regional distances from explosions and earthquakes in western USSR. Their data

set includes 19 .-hallow earthquakes, four intermediate depth earthquakes and ten ex-

plosions in the western USSR,as recorded at the WWSSN stations MSH and KBL. They

define zones of efficient consistent Lg propagation bounded by azimuths N 300W to

N 600E of KBL and paths northeast to east of MSH. For transmission paths lying

within the regions of efficient Lg propagation, they find that the maximum Lg ampli-

tude is generally larger than maximum P wave amplitude for earthquakes,but generally

smaller than that for explosions. This result is not in agreement with the earlier

results of Pomeroy and Nowak for the western USSR. In a further study reported in

Gupta and Burnetti (1981),recordings at KBL for 13 earthquakes whose propagation paths

lay in the zone of efficient, consistent Lg propagation and eight explosions in East

and Central Kazakh are investigated in detail. Each vertical component record is

0| divided into ten group velocity windows with boundaries representing the beginning

of the first arrival Pn or P and group velocities of 6.0, 5.0, 4.5, 4.0, 3.8, 3.6,

3.4, 3.2, and 2.8 km/sec. The authors point out that the first three windows include

Pn, Pg and Sn,respectively. Two earthquakes and three explosions do not provide data

from each of the ten windows because of signal clipping in small sections of the recorls.

For each event, the largest amplitude in each group velocity window is first divided

by the average of the maximum values in all ten windows. The normalized amplitudes

are then averaged over all explosions and all earthquakes. Plotting the individual val-

ues of the maximum amplitude n the 8.1 to 5.0 km/sec window (the maximum value before

Sn) against the values in the 5.0 to 2.8 km/sec window (the maximum amplitude after Sn

or maximum amplitude in Lg) shows the earthquake data and explosion data to overlap.

The least square linear regression fit to the explosion data is a factor of

approximately 3.5 higher than the earthquake data. This result is similar to the

results of Blandford and Hartenberger (1978) and Blandford and Klouda (1980) forwestern

United States which will be discussed below. Gupta and Burnetti also show that com-

parison of Pn and Lg amplitudes and Pn versus Pg amplitudes also show about the same

separation as P and Lg. They point out that Shurbet (1969) found the amplitudemax

ratio P/P (where P corresponds to Pg) to be several times larger for NTS explosions

than for western United States earthquakes. The Gupta and Buenetti results for these

events in the USSR as recorded at MSH are opposite to those of Shurbet. Fitch et al.(1978)

C"
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examine four explosions in western USSR and ten eastern US earthquakes and

find the ratio of Snto Lg amplitudes to be substantially larger for explosions

than for earthquakes. Gupta and Burnetti's results show negligible discrimin-

ation between the two populations based on this discriminant.

ykkeltveit and Husebye (1980) study 32 explosions and nine earthquakes in

the western and central portions of the USSR as recorded at 16 WWSSN stations in

Fennoscandia and in areas south of the USSR. They note that Lg is a rather stable

phenomenon for propagation in Western Russia/Baltic Shield. These authors find that

the most striking feature in the P/Lg type amplitude ratios is the large scatter

in the observational data. They conclude that they could find no discriminant of the

P/Lg ratio type that could be applied to their data with any degree of success.

Nuttli (1981) investigates L propagation in western and central Asia using 16

explosions and six eastern Caucasus earthquakes as recorded at 13 WWSSN stations

around the USSR. He obtains values for the coefficient of anelastic attenuation from

the Russian uplands region of 0.15 deg- and for the region from the Caspian Sea to the

southern USSR border of 0.35deg-1. Using these values and the Vieth and Clawson (1972)

P wave attenuation, he determines the theoretical variation of the Lg/P amplitude ratio

as a function of the anelastic attenuation. He then plots the deviation of the ob-

served Lg/P ratios from the predicted values as a function of distance. He states

"...it can be seen that there is no simple separation between the earthquake and

explosion populations such as would be desirable for a discriminant. There is a

tendency for the explosion data to lie below the zero value of the ordinate and for

the earthquake data to lie above that ordinate value but there are a number of ex-

ceptions to such an observation. For the 46 explosion values, the average deviation

is -0.280 + 0.671 and for the 20 earthquake values, it is 0.261 + 0.494. On the basis

of the average deviations, one might conclude that a separation between earthquakes

and explosions exists but the large values of the standard deviations indicate that

there is an appreciable overlap between the deviations of the explosions and earth-

quakes. Thus, the ratio of Lg to P amplitudes by itself does not appear to be a re-

liable discriminant between earthquakes and explosions. Nuttli's study shows that

the Lg/P amplitude ratio is strongly dependent on both the epicentral distance and the

anelastic attenuation from the source to the receiver. Nuttli also notes that some

explosions have Lg to P amplitude ratios that make them more earthquake-like in ap-

pearance then most of the earthquakes. Blandford (1980), somewhat in rebuttal, suggests

that, in Nuttli's study, the P was picked only in the first five to ten seconds and,

on some crucial seismograms in Nuttli's paper, the maximum occurs much later. Bland-

ford also points out that the Vieth-Clawson P wave amplitude attentuation

s' '4
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curves used for normalization are correct for the P measurements Nuttli used

but they are not in agreement with the amplitude-distance results of Nersesov

and Rautian (1964). Blandford also argues that the Lg amplitudes were corrected for

distance using a formula which varied according to an absorption coefficient

determined from the waveform coda instead of a more standard value. Finally,

Blandford shows some revised data for the Gupta and Burnetti (1981) data set

plotted as a function of azimuth which shows that part of the overlap can be

resolved by looking at individual azimuths.

Blandford (1980) provides an excellent summary of the character of regional

phases in the US and in Eurasia and provides an excellent overall examination of the

use and limitations of the Pmax/ Lg amplitude ratio technique. His paper summarizes

work in his own organization done in the United States which we will describe in

greater detail below. Blandford and Klouda (1980) measure amplitudes in the group

velocity windows (for Pg between 6.0 and 5.0 km/sec) and Lg (defined as Rg, 3.6 to 3.4

km/sec; Rg2 3.4 to 3.0 km/sec, and Rg3 3.0 to 2.8 km/sec)-as recorded at the Tonto Forest

Observatory (TFO)from 260 NTS events. Their plot of Pmax against the log Rg2 shows

remarkably small scatter for explosions in vastly different geologic regimes. The

authors point out that the ratio should be plotted for these same events as recorded

at different stations to determine if small ratios at one station imply small ratios

at all stations. They suggest that the same ratio be measured at TFO for a large.

number of earthquakes all over the southwestern United States to determine how stable

the ratio is in small source regions. Bennett and Murphy (1980) study a sample of
X 21 earthquakes withan i 0 range of 3.3 to 4.6 which occurred within 10 of the Nevada

Test Site as recorded at TFO to compare with the Blandford and Klouda (1980)explosion data

Bennett and Murphy exclude all but two events located on the Nevada Test Site and

these two events were definitely earthquakes. They measure peak amplitudes in time
windows corresponding to the expected regional phases. Plotting, as Blandford and

Klouda (1980) did, the log Pgmax against the log Lg max, they note that most of

their earthquake data fall below the mean explosion line. However, the scatter of the

earthquake data is so large that the error bounds envelope the explosion data. Plotting

Pn against Lg amplitudes shows the earthquake data to be intermingled with the explo-

sions and thus is not a promising discriminant. Bennett et al. (1981) report measure-

ments on a group of 16 California earthquakes with focal depths of 1 to 16 km as re-

corded at three different locations on the Nevada Test Site. Although the different

recording site geologic conditions result in different amplifications for Lg in

agreement with Barker et al. (1980a), the two populations overlap. They plot the

S
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Pg/Lg amplitude ratios as a function of depth and show a tendency for the ratio

to increase with increasing focal depth in qualitative agreement with theoretical

calculations.

Pomeroy (1980) analyzes data from 45 earthquakes and explosions which occurred

in western North America as recorded on the Yellowknife, Canada (YKA) array. P and

Lg amplitudes are read. The first significant amplitude in the P train is

utilized. The data for NTS explosions tends to separate from the earthquake data

but the overlap is considerable.

Finally, Noponen and Burnetti (1980) measure amplitudes at five Alaskan

stations from a number of regional earthquakes. Lg is selected as the largest

amplitude in the 3.9 to 3.1 km/sec window. Amplitude ratios Lg/P and Pg/P show

approximately a 20db change (a factor of 10) with increase in depth from 0 to 70 km.

The authors point out that Lg waves are unexpectedly weak at some stations from some

shocks e.g. paths crossing a region around a portion of the Denali Fault have the

weakest Lg waves. They note that large variations in the Lg/P ratios are observed

in the different regions of Alaska and that these variations appear to be related

to the region of propagation.

The extensive discussion above indicates that amplitude ratio discriminants

of the P/Lg type must be carefully regionalized and compared, where possible, for

earthquakes and explosions in the same geographic region. Most researchers agree

that the Lg/P amplitude ratio discriminants show a tendency to separate the explo-

sion and earthquake populations but most also agree that the two populations over-

lap significantly. Disagreement remains as to whether the overlap can be removed

by regionalization and by careful comparison of the two populations drawn from

the same geographic region.

7. Lg Group Velocity and Energy Ratios in Lg

Pomeroy and Nowak (1978) study 19 eastern North American earthquakes and the

SALMON nuclear event as recorded at WWSSN, NEUSSN, the University of Minnesota ar#ay,WMSO

and CPSO. They show that the Lg group velocity for most of the earthquake data

falls at 3.35 km/sec or greater but that values for SALMON fall into the group velocity

range of 3.0 to 3.35 km/sec providing some immediate discrimination. To quantify their

approach, Pomeroy and Nowak (1978) devise an energy ratio approach. Two group velocity

windows 4.0 to 3.4 km/sec and 3.4 to 2.8 km/sec are Jefined. The faster group velocity

window encompasses the range of group velocities which might be encountered in higher

za &
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mode Rayleigh waves while the lower window includes group velocity values normally

associated with the fundamental mode. The area enclosed by the envelope of the wavetrain

in each window is measured and the area is proportional to the energy in the window.

Plotting E high versus E low achieves good separation for the eastern North America

events. Transferring this technique to the USSR was not a satisfying experience.

Pomeroy and Nowak (1979) and Pomeroy (1979) measure group velocities and energy ratios

for earthquakes and explosions in the western, central and eastern USSR. Pomeroy (1980)

summarizes all of the observations and an examination of the summary figures indicates

major overlap and no discrimination using eiJ'er group velocity or energy ratios.

Gupta and Burnetti (1981),using their data set, reach the same conclusion.

Mykkeltveit and Husebye (1980) present Lg group velocity data for the

western Russian/Baltic Shield areas and the Eurasian area as measured on WWSSN re-

cordings. All of the group velocity data show an extremely wide scatter from 2.8

to 4.6 km/sec at any distance range. When the authors only plot the group velocity

of the strongest phase in the window 4.8 to 2.7 km/sec, a rather clear set of Lg

arrivals around 3.5 km/sec is observed.

Noponen and Burnetti (1980) show that Lg group velocity is influenced

by source depth at least for Alaskan events recorded in Alaska with the shallowest

shocks having the slowest Lg.

The observed anomalies in Lg group velocity appear to be related primarily

to differences in crust and upper mantle structure along the propagation paths

and thus, neither the Lg group velocity nor the energy ratio appear to be a use-

ful discriminant.

8. Excitation of Sn

Ryall (1970) points out that at 110 km distance from the Nevada Test Site,

the Tonapah station recorded only Pg and Sg phases from the explosions, but that

recordings of NTS aftershocks had an additional large phase before Sg. Ryall

notes that, for this station, the extra S phase, identified as Sn, is character-

istic of earthquakes, and the lack of such arrivals is characteristic of explo-

Vsions. A similar observation was made at the Battle Mountain station for earth-

quake events along the Fairview Fault contrasted with open pit quarry blasts in

the same area. Beyond 140 km, the 'extra' S phase has an apparent velocity of

4.1 km/sec, which is low but not unreasonable for Sn in the Basin and Range re-

gion. At smaller distances, the identification is less clear. This suggested

discriminant requires further evaluation since the use of this observation as

a discriminant has not been pursued.

L
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9. Third Moment of Frequency

Weichert (1971) described a spectral discriminant which expressed the relative

high frequency content. The third moment of frequency (TMF) is defined:

TMF ,0 f 3 A(f) df

0 A(f) df

where A(f) is the Fourier spectral amplitude and f is frequency in Hertz. This

formula effectively weights the high frequency components more than the low fre-

quency components and therefore explosions usually yield high values of this ra-

tio. Investigators in Europe (Dahlman and Israelson, 1977) have found this to

be a quite useful discriminant.at teleseismic distances. The latter authors

show a plot of TMF versus mb for explosions in East Kazakh and earthquakes in

the Kirghiz-Sinkiang region as recorded at Hagfors, Sweden. The two populations

show strong separation. While these data are at teleseismic distances, the prin-

ciple should be tested at regional distances.

10. Generation of Higher Mode Surface Waves

This is really a variant of discriminant 4 above but the distinction here is

that we are considering waves in the 2 to 12 second period range as commonly recorded

on broad band or long period instruments. It is striking, in reviewing the history

of the discrimination prograums in both the United States and the USSR, how the results

of the respective programs have been shaped by the differences in instrumentation

available to the scientists in each country. In the United States, the short period

(1-.75) instruments and the long period (15-100)instruments of the WWSSN focused

attention on the short period (-, I Hz) body waves and the long period (12 to 50

sec) fundamental mode surface waves. In the USSR, the Kirnos system with response

in the 1 to 12 second period range focused attention on higher mode surface waves.

To our knowledge, no systematic study has been carried out for higher mode surface

waves in this period range for explosions recorded at regional distances. There

are very few discussions in the literature of the excitation of higher mode surface

waves by explosions. Shurbet (1969) examines seismograms for a number of NTS

events recorded at Lubbock, Texas as well as those from two small earthquakes

which occurred near the Nevada Test Site and had propagation paths similar to the

explosions. The explosion records show an absence of higher mode waves while the
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higher mode Rayleigh energy is clearly recorded for the earthquakes. Examina-

tion of other WWSSN records (JCT, DAL, TUC, and GOL) confirm the absence of

the higher mode data for the explosions. Forsyth (1976) describes a magnitude

scale using higher mode surface wave amplitudes and,using that scale, he is

able to classify some 'anomalous' USSR earthquakes correctly. That study indi-

cates the value of the intermediate period range waves for discrimination.

While some aspects of higher mode propagation by explosions and earthquakes are

currently under investigation, much additional work is required. (The important

point here and for the long period discriminants discussed below is that the

nearer the recording station is to the source, the stronger are the short, in-

termediate, and long period surface waves. At regional distances, long period

waves (both body and surface) can be more easily recorded and used in discrim-

ination studies.)

11. Peak Amplitudes of Love and Rayleigh Waves and Long Period Surface Wave

Energy Density

Brune et al. (1963) originated the concept of measuring the difference in energy

content of long period surface waves from explosions and earthquakes. These authors

use data from explosions and earthquakes in the California-Nevada region and show

a remarkable distinction between the two source types using the envelope of the

surface wavetrain as a measure of the energy content. Press et al.(1963) extend

this work by examining records at shorter distances. These authors first measure

peak amplitudes from Pasadena seismograms for 54 earthquakes and 50 NTS explosions.

The earthquake magnitudes range from 3.5 to 5.3 and distances range from 250 to

650 km. Maximum amplitudes were measured for both Love and Rayleigh waves. Regression

lines fitted to maximum amplitudes as a function of magnitude show no statistical

difference between the explosion and earthquake populations. For a sample of seven

explosions and 24 earthquakes, 40% of the earthquakes have peak Love wave amplitudes

that fall outside the explosion range. For a sample of 11 explosions and 21 earth-

quakes, 30% of the earthquakes have peak Rayleigh wave amplitudes that fall entirely

outside the explosion range. The authors then compute the energy density (fg2 (w) duJ)

over the period band 7 to 30 seconds for a population of 10 earthquakes and 10

explosions in the same distance and magnitude range. A separation similar to

that achieved by Brune et al. (1963) is achieved; i.e., 80% of the earthquake values

fall entirely outside the range observed for explosions.
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Although the peak amplitude methodology does not appear useful, the

energy density method holds out promise as a discriminant. It should be

evaluated at a number of recording stations at different azimuths and dis-

tances from known sources particularly on broad band recordings.

12. Prevailing Period of Long Period Love Waves

Press et al.(1963) note the greater excitation of long period Love waves by

many earthquakes at regional distances. All the explosion Love wave spectra they

studied peak at periods of less than 8 seconds whereas the earthquakes with

corresponding distances and magnitudes peak at periods greater than or equal to

13 seconds. For a sample of 4 explosions and 3 earthquakes, 100% of the earthquakes

fall outside the range of values of the explosions. Of course, this sample is too

small to be statistically meaningful. In 1971, Lukasik (1971), in Congressional

Testimony, classed this diagnostic in the "poor and have been abandoned" category.

As noted earlier, the spectral distribution of long period energy at re-

gional distances particularly in the 2 to 12 second period range has not been

adequately studied. However, the well-documented anisotropic components of ex-

plosions might preclude this method as a useful discriminant.

13. Spectral Ratio--Long Period S Waves to Rayleigh Waves

In his discussion of other methods of discriminating earthquakes from ex-

plosions at teleseismic distances, Douglas (1980) mentions several methods that have

been suggested for discrimination using S waves. Among these is the ratio of long

period S to Rayleigh amplitudes (Von Seggern, 1972; Blandford and Clark, 1974). No

evaluation of this method has been published in the literature but since the detection

of these phases at regional distances becomes easier, this could be an interesting

discriminant candidate.

14. Spectral Ratio--Long Period Love Waves to Rayleigh Waves

Press et al.(1963) examine broad band long period spectra of Love and Rayleigh

waves for four explosions and 11 earthquakes. They note that Love to Rayleigh ratios

for the explosions never exceed 2 and average about 1. Of the 11 earthquake ratios

determined, eight have values exceeding 2 i.e. 70% of the earthquakes fall outside the

range of the explosion data. While today we know that non-isotropic source components

can have major effects on surface wave generation, this method may still be significant

in a multidiscriminant approach to the identification problem.
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15. Frequency of Peak Spectral Amplitudes and Spectral Ratios in Pn, PX.

S. and Lg

Ryall (1970) presents spectra of high frequency (.5 to 5 Hz) P and S waves

from three explosions and three earthquakes recorded in Nevada at distance ranges

of approximately 100 to 250 km. He plots the frequency of the peak spectral am-

plitude for the P and S waves separately and, on the basis of this admittedly

small sample, achieves some separation between the two source types. His peak

amplitudes fall in the range of 1 to 3 Hz.

Bakun and Johnson (1970) examined the spectral content of the ?n and Pg

phases recorded at Jamestown (JAS), California for 69 explosions and earthquakes

with magnitudes ranging from 2.8 to 4.5 located within 100 km of NTS. The events

stuidied' included explosions, natural earthquakes, after events of explosions,

collapses of explosion cavities, and unidentified events on NTS. The authors

find that a spectral ratio of average ground displacement in the 0. 6 to 1.25 Hz

band to that in the 1.35 to 2.0 Hz band is a satisfactory discriminant. Plot-

ting this spectral ratio as a function of magnitude, they define two fields

based on the observation that the explosion spectra for Pg are relatively richer

in the high frequency band (1.35 to 2.0 Hz) than are the natural earthquake spec-

tra. The authors note that frequency content of Pg from the afterevents of the

explosions is closer to the explosion classification then to that of true earth-

quakes.

I Bennett et al. (1981) examine digital data for SALMON and the Alabama

earthquake at different LRSM stations along a northeast profile. They observe

that the SALMON Pn spectrum is greater in value and peaks at a higher frequency

than the earthquake spectrum and that these differences are observed even if

the spectra are averaged or smoothed. In contrast, the Pg spectral estimates

from the two events are roughly similar. They suggest, based on the Pft obser-

vations, that a variable frequency magnitude (spectral ratio) type of discrim-

inant may be effective. These authors compute the spectrum of the maximum

pulse in Lg for the BRPA recording of the Alabama earthquake and compared it

with the Pg pulse spectrum. The Lg spectrum peaks at a lower frequency than

Pg and is richer in low frequency energy. The authors also present moving

window spectral estimates of Lg from SALMON as recorded at EUAL, a distance of

242 km. This type of digital implementation of analyses for regional phases,

used for many years in marine seismology, may allow significant advances in

our understanding of Lg wave propagation.
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Murphy and Bennett (1981) recently presented, an exciting idea using a data set on

the spectral characteristics of Pn,Pg, and Lg as reccrded at TFO from 28 NTS explosions

and 15 earthquakes within 1° of NTS. The magnitude range for the explosions was 3.7 to

4.8 and for the earthquakes 3.3 to 4.3. Spectra of Pn, Pg, and Lg were obtained in the

frequency range of 0.5 to 5 Hz. For Pn and Pg, the authors report comparable frequency

content for the explosions and earthquake populations but, for Lg, the earthquakes

are shown to be significantly richer in the high frequencies than the explosions.

This observation needs to be evaluated at other stations and in other geographic

environments but it may provide a powerful regional discrimination capability.

Spectral ratios of Pg (from Bakun and Johnson) and for Lg (from Murphy and

Bennett) appear to provide significant discrimination capability. Again, the

reported studies generally involve measurements at one station and events in

one geographic region. These two discriminants should be evaluated to determine
'robustness' in different areas using a number of stations at different azimuths.

Conclusions on Review of Regional Discriminants

Intercomparison of the above discriminants is extremely difficult in that

1) they have been applied to different explosion and earthquake test populations;

2) usually the same recording stations are not involved; 3) the number of record-

ing stations is small and has poor azimuthal distribution; and 4) the discriminants

have been tested on only one geologic or geographic environment. There is a

clear need to evaluate all of these (and perhaps other) regional discriminants

using a common data set. With the common data set, the discriminants should be

evaluated individually and in multivariate statistical analyses including dis-

criminant function analyses, factor analyses, and cluster analyses in a manner

analogous to the evaluation of teleseismic discriminants. A systematic analysis

of these discriminants would allow an evaluation of our present capability to
effectively use regional data in monitoring underground explosions.

Nevertheless, to summarize this discussion of discriminants, the following

points should be noted.

1. The most promising discriminants appear to be

a. the regional variant of the MS:mb criterion

b. the excitation of short period SH waves

c. generation of higher mode surface waves

d. long period surface wave energy density

e. spectral ratios in Pg and Lg

f. arguably, Lg/P amplitude ratios.
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2. Proposed discrimainants requiring additional documentation include:

a. Lg/Rg amplitude ratios

b. excitation of Sn

c. third moment of frequency

d. long period S to Rayleigh wave amplitudes

d. arguably, the spectral ratio of long period Love to

I. long period Rayleigh waves.

3. Proposed discriminants which probably should be abandoned include:

a. first motion

b. P 2/P 1ratio

c. Lg group velocity and energy ratios

d. prevailing period of long period Love waves.

L
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The principal conclusions of this review can be summarized as follows:

I. Seismic data recorded at regional distances (<. ..o.300) can provide

important information for monitoring test ban treaties, independent of the

availability of such data from 'internal' stations, since data are available

for many test locations from 'external' stations located N200 to 300 from

the sources.

2. A large body of regional seismic data is available for use in evalu-

ating the usefulness of the regional discrimination and yield determination

techniques discussed in the text.

3. Numerous techniques for discrimination using regional data have been

suggested and, in some cases, developed. However, most of these potential tools

for discrimination have been tested on l"imited data sets usually from one geo-

graphic region,and often utilizing only one or two recording stations. No sys-

tematic evaluation of these techniques individually has been carried out, nor

has any multi-variate analysis been done of combinations of these potential dis-

criminants. There is a high incidence of reports indicating that a particularI
technique works 'sometimes', but no concensus has developed with regard to the

best combination of these discriminants.

I. 4. A major recommendation of this study is that a systematic evaluation

of all the proposed regional discriminants be carried out using a common data

base covering all the different test sites. The discriminants should be eval-

uated systematically for their success/failure ratio,both individually and in

combinations using multi-variate statistical tools. The purpose of this eval-

uation would be to determine the present capability for discrimination using

these techniques and to point out promising directions fur future research.
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2. YIELD DETERMINATION USING REGIONAL SEISMIC PHASES

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Amplitude-yield curves have been determined from 12 NTS events for

three components of Lg, Pg, and P as recorded at WWSSN stations in the conter-

minous United States.

2. The use of regional seismic phases, Lg and Pg can provide valuable

semi-independent determinations of yield for NTS events recorded at the WWSSN

stations in the conterminous United States. A comparison of the standard devi-

ation of slope values of the amplitude-yield relationships for Pg(Z), Pg(L),

Pg(T), Lg(Z), Lg(L), and Lg(T) with those of P(Z), P(L), and P(T) indicates a

tighter cluster for the Lg and Pg values.

3. Lg amplitudes from NTS events, as recorded at WWSSN stations in the

conterminous United States,do not appear to be significantly affected by non-

isotropic source components.

4. Lg(T) amplitudes are consistently larger than Lg(Z) amplitudes at the

same station at all the epicentral distances studied in this report.

5. Certain stations show tighter cluster of data points for Lg while

other stations appear more suitable for Pg amplitude-yield determinations. A

few stations appear equally reliable for Lg and Pg amplitude measurements.

6. This methodology involves the direct determination of a yield value at

each recording station. For a network yield, the individual yield values should

be averaged. This contrasts with other methodologies where a magnitude at each

station is obtained and the magnitudes are then averaged and a single magnitude-

yield curve used to obtain yield.

..1
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YIELD DETERMINATION USING REGIONAL SEISMIC PHASES

Introduction

This study deals with the usefulness of regional waves such as Lg(Z),

Lg(L), Lg(T), Pg(Z), Pg(L), Pg(T), P(Z), P(L), and P(T) for determining yield

from explosions detonated at the Nevada Test Site. Until recently, very little

work has been done on the use of regional seismic waves, such as these to de-

termine the yield of underground nuclear explosions. This lack is largely

related to the fact that teleseismic methods of determining yield were in use

throughout the late 1960's and early 1970's and,when discussions of the Com-

prehensive Test Ban Treaty returned to the concept of monitoring stations at

regional distances, the principal use of these stations was seen as providing

additional discrimination capability. During the last two years, the regional

phases such as Lg and Pg, which would be recorded at these stations, have been

used in studies carried out under this contract to determine yield of some United

States events and the results of those studies will be outlined below.

Baker (1967, 1970) investigates the use of Lg to determine magnitude of

78 explosions (75 Nevada Test Site events) using amplitude data reported from

Long Range Seismic Measurements (LRSM) stations. About 1400 measurements of Lg

in the distance range of 50 to 400 km from 79 stations are utilized. Baker's

study is apparently intended to determine if a methodology involving Lg could

provide a better measure of size than the then current use of mb involving Pn

measurements in the regional distance range. Evernden (1967) had shown that the

Pn methodology applied to NTS events gives values of mb (or m) over-estimated by

approximately 1.5 magnitude units and he developed a method of normalizing re-

gional and near regional data bringing it into agreement with teleseismic mea-

surements of magnitude. Springer and Hannon (1973) use Pg data in the distance

range 10 to 140 km (and some Wood-Anderson data that is indicated as Pg or Sg (?)

maximum at distances of 375 to 520 km) to establish amplitude-yield scaling laws

for NTS events recorded at United States and Canadian stations. Baker (1970)

points out that, where Lg is recorded, its trace is usually dominant and

easier to measure than body wave traces and his principal conclusion is that,

for the 68 events in his final data set, magnitude based on Lg shows smaller

standard deviation in 60 cases than the Pn measurements.

F - - _._____ .-___+.___
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In the mid 1970's, regional seismic networks were being established in

various parts of the United States and overseas to monitor seismic hazard.

Nuttli (1973) published an important paper on determining magnitudes from Lg

and his methodology has become an almost standard practice in many of these re-

gional networks. One of the principal reasons for this adoption is that, as we

observed earlier, at low magnitudes, Lg is often the only clearly observable

phase. Thus, to assign relative size to low magnitude events, Lg is almost the

only candidate wave to measure. Similarly, if we are interested in the size of

small magnitude explosions, the only records obtained for the event may be those

from stations at regional distances and thus Lg (and, in some cases, Pg) may be

the only waves recorded and available for magnitude (or yield) determinations.

Regional studies in the eastern and central United States have shown that Nuttli

mb (Lg) is essentially equivalent to ML in the low magnitude ranges (3 to 5) of

interest here.

Alexander (1980) investigates the propagation of Lg and other crustal

phases and concludes that, in North America particularly but also in Eurasia and

Africa, Lg appears to provide a stable estimation of yield that is not contamin-

ated by non-isotropic effects and is nearly independent of source medium. Bland-

ford and Klouda (1980) measure seven phases on the vertical component records

from the central element of the Tonto Forest Seismic Observatory (TFO) for 260

NTS events. The measurements made are 1) a, b, and c, the amplitudes of the

first three half cycles of the initial P waves with a velocity greater than 6

km/sec, 2) P in the velocity range 5 to 6 km/sec, and 3) Rgl, Rg2 , and Rg3max923
(i.e. three portions of the Lg(Z) wavetrain with amplitudes in the velocity win-

dows 3.6 to 3.4, 3.4 to 3.0, and 3.0 to 2.8 km/sec, respectively, as measured on

vertical component short period seismograms). From their work, it can be con-

cluded that P m and Rg 2 each independently provide a measure of yield showingeludd tat max R2

smaller scatter than the initial P measurements. These authors also show that

the scatter of Pmax and Rg2 amplitudes is less than that of MS, and the scatter

or Pmax and Rg2 are independent of source medium. While it must be noted that

these results are valid only for a single station (TFO), they point the way

toward independent supplemental measurements of seismic yield when regional

data are available.

0
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After a review of the sources and receiving stations used in our study,

the use of Lg to determine yield will be addressed extensively followed by

shorter descriptions of the use of Pg data and P data for yield determination.

Data

Source--The pertinent source data on the 12 explosions utilized in this

baseline study are listed in Table 2-1. Data on the test events is given in

Table 2-2.

The nuclear explosions used in the baseline study were selected from the

event set examined by Aki and Tsai (1972) in a paper entitled, "Mechanism of

Love-wave excitation by explosive sources". In the paper, Aki and Tsai exam-

ined the amplitude ratios of long period (T'>10 sec) Love waves to Rayleigh

waves from 18 underground nuclear explosions at Yucca Flat on the Nevada Test

Site. Finding variations among the amplitude ratios of the explosion; they

divided the explosions into three groups according to the different ratios:

the strong, intermediate, and weak exciters of Love waves. They also found

a correlation between the efficiency of Love wave excitation and the magnitude

and/or the burial depth of the detonation. (Due to the strong correlation be-

I * tween source depth and source size, they were unable to separate the two effects.)

Thus, by using the body wave magnitude of the event as the dependent variable,

they were able to test whether the condition of different test sites affects

I the level of Love wave excitation. The site conditions considered were: the

9 depth of the water table and alluvium-tuff interface and the distance between

the shot point and the more competent basement rocks. The only satisfactory

separation of these different groups is suggested by a plot of tub of the event

versus testing data, about which Aki and Tsai state, "a magnitude threshold (or

T depth threshold, since we cannot separate the two factors) may exist for strong

excitation of Love waves, and the threshold apparently increased with time dur-

ing the periods 1962 to 1969". Based on this observation and other arguments,

they came to the conclusion that a model of tectonic strain release following

a bigger explosion offered the most satisfactory interpretation.

Since the objective in this study is to invest'--tte the various aspects

of short period wave generation by underground nuclear explosions, the study

by Aki and Tsai presents two desirable features. Firstly, the closely located

events (the events selected for our study were confined within an area 11X6

kcm) providing an almost identical source-receiver geometry from the different

explosions to a given station. The commion propagation path (and the associated

9 propagation effects) allows us to attribute the observed discrepancies at the

A
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station to source effects. Secondly, the study of Aki and.Tsai succeeded in

determining tectonic strain release as the causal mechanism for the anomalous

excitation of long period Love waves at Yucca Flat, NTS. Our aim is to esti-

mate the yield of an explosion from the amplitudes of the Lg wave which results

from the superposition of higher-mode Love and Rayleigh waves. Hence, we are

interested in knowing whether tectonic strain release has a correspondingly

large effect on Lg, and if so, what relationship between the amplitudes of

long period surface waves and those of Lg exists.

Receiver

Figure 2-1 shows the geographic distribution of the underground nuclear

exp.Losions, and the WWSSN stations used in this study and one interpretation of

the tectonic provinces in the United States. Even though the WWSSN short period

seismograph system has a response sharply peaked around I sec (T pendulum - 1.0

sec, T galvanometer~_' 0.75 sec), waves with periods ranging from 0.5 to 4 to 5

seconds can usually be observed on its seismograms. Furthermore, since NTS is

located in a structurally complicated region, most of tue great-circle paths

traverse one or more tectonic provinces.

Measuring Procedure

The amplitudes used to derive the amplitude-yield relations and the atten-

uation coefficients were obtained in the following fashion. For P waves, the

maximum peak-to-peak amplitude is measured from the initial three cycles. For

Pg and Lg waves, the measuring scheme is slightly different. When the predom-

inant period around the appropriate group-velocity (6.0 km/sec for Pg, 3.5 km/

sec for Lg) is less or equal to 1.5 sec, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the third

largest wavelet is measured; otherwise (T>1.5 sec), the maximum amplitude is

used. The underlying motives for this approach are: 1) to reduce the chance

of measuring any spuriously large amplitude resulting from constructive inter-

ference, the occurrence of which is co mon at short periods, and 2) to obtain

a representative value for the maximum amplitude of the coda. Adverse conditions

such as missing or poorly recorded seismograms, high magnification at nearby sta-

tions and vice versa, and noise (both electronic and natural) have reduced the

number of usable seismograms at some stations.
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A. Lg versus Yield

Introduction

This study deals with the usefulness of Lg(Z, L, or T) in evaluating yield

from explosions detonated at the Nevada Test Site. The issues in this study are:

1. to evaluate the effect of tectonic strain release on Lg ampli-

tudes for NTS events as recorded at United States WWSSN stations.

2. to establish amplitude-yield relationships for Lg(Z), Lg(L),

and Lg(T).

3. to evaluate usefulness of Lg(Z).and/or Lg(T) as a measure of

yield.

4. to study Lg attenuation characteristics.

To carry out this baseline study, Lg(Z, L, and T) amplItudes from 12 underground

nuclear explosions are examined as recorded by most of the three component short

period instruments of the WWSSN within the United States. The long period sur-

face waves of these 12 explosions seem to have been contaminated to different

degrees by tectonic strain release. Thus, by examining the recorded wave ampli-

tudes, the issues outlined above may be resolved.

The resultant amplitude-yield curves were then used to evAluate the yields

of three test events: SALMON, GASBUGGY, and PILEDRIVER, all non-NTS (but con-

tinental United States) events.

Data Analysis and Discussion

In this section, we will discuss the applications of these amplitudes in

estimating: A) the relationship between the excitation of long and short period

surface waves by tectonic strain release, B) amplitude-yield relations, and C)

the excitation of Pg and Lg waves by explosive sources.

a. Effect of Tectonic Strain Release

All of the amplitudes measured from the seismograms were first corrected

for instrument magnification to obtain the amplitudes of the ground motion. To

estimate the effect of tectonic strain release on the short period Lg wave, we

divided the Lg amplitudes on the transverse component by those on the vertical

component. (When the horizontal component, NS or EW, lies within 300 of the

back azimuth to the source, it is referred to as the longitudinal component;

and the other one, the transverse component. Otherwise, the horizontal com-

ponents are labeled as NS or EW.) We then represented the quotient for strong,

0
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intermediate, and weak exciters of Love waves by different symbols and plotted

them versus distance (Figure2-2). This figure shows three important features:

1. most of the data points have values greater than one, i.e. the

amplitudes on the transverse component are greater than those on

the vertical component.

2. at each station, no clear separation for the strong, inter-

mediate, and weak exciters of Love waves is discernible and

3. no simple distance dependence is noted.

The second characteristic implies that there is no observable correlation be-

tween the amplitude ratios of short period higher modes of Love waves to those

of Rayleigh waves and their long period, fundamental-mode counterparts. Hence,

recorded amplitudes of Lg waves from these events at these stations do not suf-

fer any discernible amplitude change from the tectonic strain release.

This finding is not surprising in view of the long period nature generally

4 associated with the process of tectonic strain release; as a result the tectonic

strain release probably has little effect on the spectral level at short periods.

The effect of tectonic strain release on P waveforms has been studied theroeti-

cally (Bache, 1976; Burdick and Helmberger, 1979); the results indicate that,

unless the magnitude of the accompanying tectonic event is greater than that of

the explosion, maximum amplitudes of the short period P waves will not be affected.

* If the small differences in source location weaken the assumption of com-

mon path effects, factors such as scattering, mode-coupling between the Love and

Rayldigh type Lg waves, may become significant enough to mask the short period

radiation from the tectonic event. As we shall find in a later section, atten-

* uation rates for the vertical, transverse, and longitudinal components of Lg

seem to be approximately equal. Consequently, they do not cause the lack of

k contamination of short period Lg by the tectonic release.

Although both mode-coupling and scattering interact with lateral hetero-

geneities, they do connote different physical processes. The former suggests

a coherent process of energy exchange, and the latter, a random one. Their ef-

fecte on wave amplitude are usually difficult to distinguish. In the following

paragraph, we will discuss the effect of mode-coupling and that of scattering.
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Assuming that the higher mode surface waves of the Rayleigh type do couple

or exchange energy with those of the Love type at boundaries of lateral hetero-

a geneities, then we would expect a homogenizing effect on the displacement -vector

as the number of boundaries increases. That is, the amplitudes of the different

components would gradually become equal. The greater-than-unity amplitude ratios

and the lack of any discernible distance dependence within the epicentral dis-

tance range of 5 0 to 35 0, however, implies that the effect of mode-coupling is

small if not negligible. Similarly, the roughly equivalent amplitude ratios at

nearby and faraway stations indicate that scattering, however much it may af-

fect the observed amplitudes, appears to have imposed equal influence on the

different components of Lg amplitude. If this deduction is correct, then the

observed amplitudes should reflect their source characteristics. But, as we

have already noted, the amplitude ratios for strong exciters do nct appear dif-

ferent from those for intermediate and weak exciters of Love waves; thus, there

is no observable correlation between the excitation of higher-mode surface (or

Rayleigh).-waves at periods around I sec and that of fundamental-mode Love waves

at periods greater than 10 sec. Consequently, the tectonic strain release which

is interpreted as the causal mechanism of long period Love waves, does not seem

3to affect the amplitudes of short period surface waves. As a consequence, it

appears valid to derive amplitude-yield relationships and to attempt to apply

them to different geographic areas.

b. Amplitude-Yield Relations

The previous section has shown that the amplitudes of short period Lg

waves from underground nuclear explosions at NTS do not seem to be affected by

the radiation from the accompanying tectonic event. This property of short

* period Lg waves is potentially useful for estimating the yields of underground

nuclear explosions using Lg. An example of an amplitude-yield relation is:

log A =m log Y +if,&+ S

where A =amplitude of the ground motion,

Y =estimated yield of the explosion, estimated from a combination

of radiochemistry and other means (Springer and Kinnaman, 1975),

m. = slope of the log-amplitude versus log-yield plots,

r= attenuation rate, i.e. slope of log-amplitude versus distance

plots, and

S = correction for station response.
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In this section, we will confine our attention to the determination of m for Lg

waves. Since the attenuation term is a constant for a given source-receiver

geometry, the second and third terms in expression (I) can be considered as one,

and equation (1) can be reduced to

log A = m log Y + b

where b = s + I . The value, besides being the y-axis intercept on a log Y-

log A plot, has the physical significance of being the ground amplitude from a

1-kt explosion at the particular recording station.

The values of m and b for each recording station and wave type (Lg(Z),

Lg(L), Lg(T)) were determined separately by a least squares regression analysis.

Examples are plotted in Figures 2-3 and 2-4 for Lg waves at RCD and GOL, respect-

ively. Plots for all other United-States WWSSN stations are on file

at RAI. An examination of all of these plots after the initial regression

reveals that the amplitudes from the 19-kt event, FORE, are consistently higher

than the values predicted for the yield; consequently, the amplitudes of that

-event are not incorporated into the subsequent regression analysis.

Two patterns emerge from a careful inspection of all of these figures:

1. the scatter of the data points around the best fitting line,

2. the difference in the values of m and b for different wave types

and stations.

The scatter of the data points in all amplitude-yield plots can be ex-

plained several ways. Firstly, lack of correlation may result because the

yield used to correlate with the wave amplitudes was derived from "radiochem-

istry and other means" (Springer and Kinnaman, 1975), and depending dn the source

configuration and site conditions, the value may not correspond to the seismic

yield as reflected by the amplitudes of the seismic waves. Secondly, the meas-

uring technique may not have adequately gauged the seismic yield of the under-

ground nuclear explosions. Thirdly, the slight variations in the source loca-

tion may be anisotropic as a result of (a) interactions with near-source heter-

ogeneities, (b) peculiar test configurations and/or nonlinear, inelastic response

in the source region, and (c) random, small-scale strain release in the inelastic

zone of the explosion.

-U.--I
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With regard to the first two possibilities, the excellent agreement be-

tween the ground amplitudes and the 'announced' yields at some of the stations

seems to indicate that the yields estimated by AEC and our measuring technique

can produce satisfactory results at these stations. On the other hand, the anom-

alously large amplitudes from FORE and the clear amplitude discrepancies between

the two 100-kt events: CORDUROY and PIRAHNA highlight the differences between

the announced yield and the seismic yield estimated by us.

Our experience with correlating a large number (,100) of announced yields

and their corresponding m (ISC) indicates that a spread of up to 0.8 magnitude-

unit (an amplitude difference of -6X) exists at a given value of announced yield

and that, on the average, the announced yield seems to correlate well with the

seismic yield as determined from the amplitudes of seismic waves (Chen and Pom-

eroy, 1980). (Even with our nearly identical source-receiver geometry, an off-

set of -0-.'0.6X of the predicted amplitude is to be expected.) Except for the

period dependent approach in measuring the amplitudes of Lg waves, our scheme

is commensurate with the conventional procedure for magnitude determination

(Richter, 1935; Nuttli, 1913). Therefore, we believe that the measuring tech-

nique is valid, that the announced yields are also in general valid and that we

must therefore examine the other two possibilities mentioned above.

With regards to the effects of scattering and anisotropic source, we tend

to be more impressed with the importance of the former. For example, when look-

Sing at the relative proximity in epicentral distance and back azimuth to the

source from three WWSSN stations in Texas: DAL (4&t'16.3 , azimuth- 99.0 ,

JCT (A -. 15.0 ° , azimuth, 111.3 ° ), and LUB (6~ 12.1 ° , azimuth..J103 °0 ), one

would expect the amplitude characteristics to be approximately equal. There are

two marked differences atong the amplitudes observed at these stations. Firstly,

the observed amplitudes correlate quite well with the estimated yields at LUB

and JCT, but not as well at DAL. Secondly, the average amplitudes for the ground

motion at DAL are comparable to those at LUB when effects for attenuation and

geometrical spreading are taken into account. The average amplitudes at JCT, on

the other hand, are usually a factor of two or more smaller than those at DAL

(and LUBO, even though the epicentral distance to JCT is in between those to LUB

and DAL. Although the effects of source and propagation path are difficult to

separate, since the range of azimuth back from these three stations differsP0
only by,.,a12.3 ° in this case, we suspect that the source radiation pattern which

at short periods tend to be oval in shape (Cheng and Mitchell, 1980), could result

I . l II i IlI n*,
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in such a large change (2"2X) in amplitude. Sutton et al. (1967) showed aniso-

tropic energy contours from an NTS event, HARDHAT, for Pg and Lg waves. Their

results indicate a strong focusing effect to the SE direction; unfortunately,

DAL, JCT, and LUB lie beyond the extent of their contour map, and hence direct

comparison between their findings and our results was not possible. This ex-

ample from the three Texan stations and our experience with other stations show

that scattering (which, as defined in this context, includes the effects of

diffraction, focusing by tectonic structures, and response due to the structure

beneath the recording station) along the propagation path greatly influences the

characteristics of the observed waves.

We have also explored the possibility of using the amplitudes of Lg coda

to determine the slope of the amplitude-yield relation. By following the recom-

mendations of Rautian and Khalturin (1978) and Chouet et al. (1978), we measured

the amplitudes of Lg waves at a group velocity of about 1.75 km/sec, i.e. about

twice the time interval between the origin time and the onset of Lg, for four

of the closest stations: ALQ, BKS, DUG, and TUC. We then chose the amplitude

from the event with the lowest yield as a reference point, unity in our case,

and plotted the relative amplitudes versus the estimated yields. This method

offers one definite advantage. Even for the largest event, the wave trace was

visible rather than an unmeasurable blur at the closest station (A-.sA °), DUG,

thus increasing the number of useful data points at ALQ, DUG, and TUC signifi-

cantly.

The plots of relative amplitude versus estimated yield like that shown in

Figure 2-5 indicate that the results derived from coda are compatible with those

derived from measurements of amplitude maxima. Finally, the slopes of log-am-

plitude versus log-yield plots for the Lg waves are plotted as a function of

epicentral distance in Figure 2-6 Similar to our previous findings on the am-

plitude ratios for Lg waves, no dependence on distance or particle-motion seems

to exist.
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Application of Amplitude-Yield Relation to Other Tests

We have applied our amplitude-yield relations to the estimation of the

yield of three underground explosions outside of Yucca Flat, NTS: PILEDRIVER

at Climax Stock, NTS; GASBUGGY near Dulce, New Mexico; and SALMON near Hatties-

burg, Mississippi.. The measured amplitudes for these events at eazb station,

after correcting for instrument magnification, were equalized to a distance

the same as the epicentral distance of the station to Yucca Flat, NTS. That

is, the resultant amplitudes are assumed to have undergone the effects of geo-

metrical spreading and inelastic attenuation from Yucca Flat, NTS, instead of

from their respective source locations. The yields estimated by us are listed

in Table 2-1.
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Conclusions

The principal results of this study are:

1. Contamination of Lg(Z) and Lg(T) by the anisotropic component of the

source is not significant for these events as recorded in the United States. The

effects of propagation path have been qualitatively evaluated and discarded as

the likely causes for the lack of correlation between the surface wave amplitudes

of the long period fundamental mode and those of short period higher modes.

2. Lg(Z) and Lg(T) provide reasonable and independent supplementary esti-

mates of the yield.

3. Amplitude-yield relationships of the type derived in this study can be

used to estimate the yields of underground explosions in different geographic

and geologic environments.

4. 1-,e use of Lg(Z) and/or Lg(T) to determine yield is particularly

important

a. for events from test areas like Shagan &iver where M is suspect,

and

b. for events of lower yield on the same continental land mass as

the recording station.

5. Since Lg is, in many areas the largest amplitude signal observed on

many regional seismograms (A- 100 to 35 , it is particularly useful in providing

a supplemental yield determination. .a

-- . W ~ -



B. P versus Yield

Following the same procedure as that outlined for Lg, we have determined

P wave amplitude versus yield curves for each of the WWSSN stations in the

conterminous United States. Examples of these curves for GOL and RCD are pre-

sented in Figures 2-7 and 2-8 . Similar plots fox all other WWSSN stations in

the United States are on f ile at RAI. From curves such as these, the

slope mn can be determined and that slope is plotted for each component as a

function of epicentral distance in Figure 2-9.

From the data of Figure 2-9, an average slope can be determined for each

component. These are

vertical m = 0.70 + 0.281

longitudinal mn = 0.637 + 0.258

transverse mn = 0.706 + 0.339.

The relative values of the standard deviations should be noted since they are

approximately 60% to 100% larger for P comparedl to the Lg values. Although the

problems wYith P measurements in this distance range are well known, the smaller

standard deviations in Lg indicate that Lg can provide valuable supplemental

yield estimates in this distance range.

Using these curves, we have determined the yields for the three

events, PILEDRIVER, GASBUGGY, and SALMON and these are listed in Table 2-2.

A, A,___Ar m"__
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C. Pg versus Yield

Again, following the same procedure as that outlined for Lg, we have

determined Pg amplitude versus yield curves for each of the WWSSN stations in

the conterminous United States where Pg is recorded from NTS events. All of

these curves are on file at RAI. From these plots, the slope m can

be determined and that slope is plotted for each component as a function of

epicentral distance in Figure 2-10.

From the data in Figure 2-14. an average slope can be determined for each

component. These are

vertical m - 0.580 + 0.177

longitudinal m - 0.594 + 0.186

transverse m - 0.647 + 0.259.

Again, the relative values of the standard deviations should be noted. Although

they are larger than those for Lg, they are significantly smaller than those for

P. Thds, Pg, where recorded, can provide, through measurements of Pg(Z), Pg(L),

and Pg(T), valuable semi-independent measurement of yield at regional distances.

Using these values, we have computed the yields for the two test events,

PILEDRIVER and GASBUGGY. Values for SALMON could not be computed since, as is

well known, Pg is not observed with significant amplitudes above background in

the Eastern United States at distances greater than a few hundred kilometers.

Yield values from Pg data for PILEDRIVER and GASBUGGY are given in Table 2-2.
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3. CATSKILL SEISMIC ARRAY (CSA)

* The Catskill Seismic Array was a tripartite array of broad-band, :three-

component seismographs which operated near Stone Ridge, New York from 7 Sep-

tember 1980 to 19 November 1981. The array, shown on a map in Figure 3-1, con-

sists of elements 213, PEK, and TON. Coordinates for these locations are given

in Table 3-1 together with station elevations and interelement distances. The

array impulse response is plotted in Figure 3-2. CSA was operated under a co-

operative research agreement between Rondout Associates, Incorporated and the

University of Nevada.

At each of the three elements, three-component (2H's-IZ) Teledyne-Geotech

Model SL-210 and SL-220 seismometers operated at a natural period of 15 seconds.

The velocity output from each seismometer was amplified and filtered to allow

recording from long periods up to 12.5 Hertz. The analog output was then digi-

tized at 25 samples a second and the digital data from all three instruments was

multiplexed onto a 1200 Hertz carrier for telephone line transmission. Telephone

lines run from the three remote sites to the central recording facility at the

corporate headquarters of Rondout Associates, Incorporated at I Stilba Lane in

Stone Ridge.

At the central recording facility, data from the three remote sites were

recorded on digital magnetic tape under the control of an JSI-11 computer. Two

* tape drives were used and tapes were changed once a day. Accurate time was pro-

vided for the system via a Kinemetrics-True Time satellite time receiver. Data

tapes from the array were nominally saved for a one week period and information

on earthquakes "of interest" was obtained on a weekly basis. Unfortunately, a

large number of events of current interest were lost by this procedure. Follow-

ing I September 1981, the array data was saved entirely, up to the termination of

the array operation on 19 November 1981.

The Catskill Seismic Array was unique in several respects:

1. It was the only array with dimensions small enough to study high

frequency seismic waves in the eastern and central United States.

2. It was the only array of broad-band instruments in the eastern

and central United States.

3. It was the only array of three-component instruments in the

eastern and central United States.

4. It was the only fully digital array in the -astern and central

United States.
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These unique qualities have provided significant quantity of data on propagation

characteristics of earthquakes within the North American continent and many other

well recorded events from other regions.

The distance from the CSA to the NTS is significant in that the closest

monitoring stations to the south of the USSR test site at Semipalatinsk lie in

the same distance range. Moreover, the NTS-CSA propagation path starts in the

western mountainous region and then traverses the high Q areas of the eastern

and central United States. The propagation paths between the USSR test site

and the southern stations are somewhat analogous since the waves from events

at Semipalatinsk traverse broad, low lying relatively high Q areas and then, in

general, cross mountainous terrain prior to being recorded at the southern sta-

tions. Thus, it is particularly important to study a well recorded event, e.g.,

like HARZER, at CSA to analyze the propagation characteristics in detail.

A more complete description of CSA, including a discussion of instrument

calibration and an analysis of the background noise characteristics is presented

in the second Annual Technical Report for this contract.(RAI, 1 November 1981)
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TABLE 3-1

CATSKILL SEISMIC ARRAY

TAIION_0-213 SIAlIN1-ION SIAlN f-K

COORDINATES 41,8517°N LAT. 41.8756°N LAT. 41,8742°N LAT.

74,1500°W LONG. 74.1492°W LONG. 74.1714°W LONG.

ELEVATION 105,2 METERS 85.3 METERS 176.8 METERS

HARZER DISTANCE 32,58230 32.58070 32.56400

HARZER AZIMUTH 2760 2760 2760

AZIMUTH FROM HARZER 680 680 680

INTERELEMENT DISTANCES

0-1 2.64 KM
0-2 3,04 KM
1-2 1,84 KM

. , , __ - . .
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0.2-0.

.~0. 0

-0.2-

-04-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4

Figure3-2. CSA impulse response; K -'k-; + y direction is from station
0 toward station 1, slightly east of' nortA.
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4. HARZER RECORDED AT CSA

The high quality digital recordings of the HARZER nuclear event (6/6/81,

18:00 Z, %b-5.6, MS-4.2) at the Catskill Seismic Array. a distance. of 32.50,

provide a unique data set for the analyses of propagation characteristics.

This distance range, 32.50, is approximately the same as that between the

USSR Semipalatinsk test site and the nearest recording stations to the south.

The propagation path in the present case is, to a large degree, analogous to

some propagation paths from USSR events. The following is a sumuary of a more

complete discussion in the second Annual Technical Report for this contract.

(RAI, 1 November 1981)

The specific results of this study include:

1. P, Lg, and sedimentary Rayleigh waves were well recorded on the

array (Figures 4-i and 4-Z.

2. The impulsive P waves, as recorded on the vertical component in-

struments of the array, have a broad spectrum with amplitudes of I

to 5 microns in the frequency range .1 to 1 Hertz. Spectral ampli-

tudes in the 1 to 2 Hertz range are 2 orders of magnitude smaller.

The P wave spectra are essentially identical at all three stations

(Figure 4-3.

3. Cross correlation of the P waves shows very high correlation

coefficients i.e. 213 Z and TON Z .9661

213 Z and PEK Z .9248

TON Z and PEK Z .8747

indicating excellent signal coherence across the array (dimensions

of the order of 2 kms) (Figvre 4-4).

4. Coherence plots of the P waves show high values (.8 to .9) at

frequencies less than 1 Hertz. At frequencies greater than 1 Hertz,

the coherence drops rapidly for the station combinations TON Z-PEK Z

and 213 Z-PEK Z. The station pair 213 Z- TON Z show relatively high

coherence (.4 to .6) at frequencies between 1 and 2 Hertz.

5. The signal to noise ratio for the ? waves on the vertical com-

ponent indicates that, in the frequency range .3 to .8 Hertz signal

to noise ratios are greater than 3. Band pass filtering the P wave

would result in major improvements in the signal to noise ratio.

Delay and sum array processing would also result in significant sig-

nal to noise improvements (Figure4-5.

..... ... .. ..- --.. ...i -- .... -- -"
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6. For Lg, the highest amplitudes are recorded on the transverse

(N-S) instruments and the lowest amplitudes on the longitudinal in-

struments. The spectral shapes are similar on all components except

that most of the additional energy on the transverse component lies

below 0.3 Hz (fundamental mode LQ?). Broad band signal to noise is

two or greater on the vertical and transverse components, principally

*between about 0.1 and 0.8 Hz over a time duration of about three min-

utes. Maxiuim signal to noise on the vertical components is 3 to 8

between 0.3 and 0.8 Hz; on the transverse components it is about 20

near 0.1 Hz (Figures 4-,4-6,4-7,4-8).

7. High values of the cross correlation functions between similar

components are observed on the vertical and transverse Lg data. Some

individual pulses also appear to correlate across the array. Lower

correlation values are observed on the longitudinal (E-W) pairs con-

sistent with the lower signal to noise ratios on these instruments.

Maximum cross-correlation of 0.86 at a lag of 0.5 sec between PEK N

and TON N, approximately along the great circle path is consistant

with a propagation delay at about 3 km/sec (Figure 4-9.

* 8. All of the transverse and vertical component pairs show high

coherence for Lg in the frequency range .1 to .3 Hertz. No coherent

energy is observed at frequencies greater than 1 Hertz. With the

exception of the station pair 213 Z-TON Z which exhibits a .55 coherence

3 in the frequency band .5 to .7 Hertz, no significant coherence is ob-

served on the vertical components at frequencies greater than .3 to .4

Hertz.

9. Significant signal to noise ratios in Lg (2 to 4) are found prin-

S cipally in the .3 to .8 Hertz frequency range i.e. in approximately

the same frequency range as the noise maxima. Therefore, band-pass

filtering may not significantly enhance signal to noise ratios in Lg.

10. The sedimentary Rayleigh waves from this event with periods from

C 12 to 3 seconds are highly unusual in that one would expect the shorter

period waves not to exist since their propagation requires continuity

in the upper 5 kms of the waveguide. Since they do exist, in spite of

radical changes in the upper 5 kms of the waveguide between NTS and the

Catskill Seismic Array, a detailed investigation of the propagation

characteristics of these waves is in order.

ISE
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The broad-band, three-component, digital data from CSA permit the study

of seismic signals across the array from greater than 15 sec period, through

the microseism band and up to greater than 10 Hz. The data are approximately

flat to velocity, as recorded, from about .08 to 10 Hz. The most prominent

portion of HARZER, as recorded at CSA, i.e., the highest ground velocity, is

the 10 to 6 sec (about a one octave band) sedimentary Rayleigh wavetrain. This

would have been poorly recorded on narrower band instruments with low gain and/or

distortion in the microseism band. The sedimentary Rayleigh waves also happen

to have a fairly high maximum signal to noise ratio (greater than 10). The 20

sec Rayleigh waves, needed for standard determination of M S are not evident

on the unfiltered records.

IJ

0
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Figure4-2 HARZER P waves, unfiltered.
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these spectra are approximately flat to ground velocity between about .08
and 10 Hz.
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5. EXPLOSION P WAVES AT CSA AND WAKE HYDROPHONE ARRAY (WHA)

Introduction

P waves and their associated spectra, from about 0.5 to 10 Hz, for explo-

sions in Eastern Kazakh (EK), Novaya Zemlya (NZ), and Southwestern USSR (WS)

and at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) were obtained from the Wake Hydrophone Array

(WHA) and from the Catskill Seismic Array (CSA). Epicentral distances range

from about 300 (NTS to CSA) to 600 to 900 (all other paths). WHA is an array

of ocean bottom and suspended hydrophones near Wake Island in a water depth of

5.5 km on oceanic Lithosphere greater than LOOMY old (Figures 6-1 and 7-1). CSA

was a tripartite array of three-component broad-band seismometers with digital re-

cording that operated from September 1980 to November 1981 near Stone Ridge,

New York, on the high Q lithosphere of eastern North America (Figure 3-1). In

this section, we demonstrate the high coherence of the signals across the arrays

and the array gain that can be obtained by simple processing techniques. In addi-

tion, we compare the signals and their spectra and attempt to isolate differences

in the spectra related to differences in crust and upper mantle structure and to

anelastic attenuation at both the source and the receiver locations. The latter

is accomplished by obtaining values of average apparent Q, Q (and t*), as a func-

tion of frequency for the various source-receiver pairs.

Array Processed Data

The P arrivals from an EK event as recorded on the three vertical elements

of CSA are shown in Figure 5-L The signals shown are essentially flat to ground

velocity from 0.5 to 10 Hz. The high coherence across the array is obvious. In

Figure 5-2 the three verticals are shifted in time for propagation delay (on this

time scale very little shift is required) and sunmed to produce the upper trace,

STACK. The maximum theoretical processing gain for the signal (X3) is obtained

for the first few seconds of the arrival. Also, there appears to be a signifi-

cant improvement in signal-to-noise, although correlation of the microseism

noise across the array tends to reduce the gain in wide-band signal to noise.

Spectra for this P arrival are shown in Figures 5-3 through 5-5 . In Figures 5-3

and5-4effects of prefiltering (0.5 to 10 Hz band-pass) on the spectral (S+N)/N

are illustrated for station 213, vertical. It is apparent that appropriate pre-

filtering has made a signixicant improvement in signal to noise ratio from about

0.4 to 4 Hz. The effects of stacking the vertical records are illustrated in

Figures5-4and5-Susing prefiltered signals. Between about 0.4 and 3 Hz the sig-

nal gain is about 3 and the noise about 3 between the spectra for station 213

and the stacked spectra, as expected for correlated signal and uncorrelated noise.
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Figures 5-6 through 5-9 illustrate the effects of prefiltering and stacking

for an NZ event as recorded on two CSA vertical components. Some improvement

in signal to noise with prefiltering and stacking is apparent in the time domain

records. However, from the spectra it appears, in this case, that most of the

improvement from prefiltering on the stacked records is at the lower end of the

signal spectrum, from about .4 to .6 Hz.

Vertical components of the P wave at CSA from NTS event HARZER are illus-

trated in Figures 4 -2 through4-5 and have been discussed in Section 4.. The figures

show the time domain signals, spectra, wide-band cross correlation across the

array, and signal to noise ratio as a function of frequency.

A comparison of the signals from HARZER with those from EK and NZ demon-

strates the deficiency of higher frequencies from NTS events, the energy from

HARZER dropping rapidly above 0.7 Hz, whereas the Russian spectra start to drop

near 2 to 3 Hz. It is likely that these differences in "corner frequency" are

related to differences in anelastic attenuation in the vicinity of these three

testing sites in addition to possible differences in source spectra as dis-
cussed in the next subsection.

Examples of two P waves from explosions in USSR as recorded at the Wake

Hydrophone Array are shown in Figure 5-10. This figure is taken from a paper

by McCreery, Walker, and Sutton (1983) on spectra of nuclear explosions, earth-

quakes, and noise at WHA.

The signals in Figure5-larefiltered to maximize signal/noise. The upper

trace is from a single hydrophone and shows the direct arrival and its first water

surface reflection. The lower trace is a composite of signals from two hydro-

phones with 40 km separation, obtained as follows: the filtered (1.5 to 5.0 Hz)

time series from each hydrophone was inverted, shifted in time by the water sur-

face reflection time, weighted to maximize the increase in signal/noise, and added

to itself; the two resulting time series were then added with the appropriate

propagation delay, and weighting to maximize the increase in signal/noise. Sig-

nal/noise was increased by 90% of the theoretical (i.e. for four equivalent

hydrophones) with this method, indicating a high level of coherence between the

signals added.

It should be noted that the Western Siberia event (WS), recorded at a
0distance of 77° , had an mb of 4.6 which is equivalent to a yield equal to or

less than 10 kt for a hard rock site. Use of all six bottom phones in WHA could

! ()
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improve signal to noise by 3 reducing mb for the same signal to noise by 0.23

units. This in turn, is equivalent to a reduction in yield of over 50%.

Averaged spectra (and their scatter, + 10') for several EK and NZ events

recorded on different phones of WHA are shown in Figures 5-11 and 5-12. Spectra

are plotted only at frequencies where signal plus noise is 4 dB or greater above

noise immediately preceeding the P arrival.

Determination of (f) and t*(f)

- EacWh--ndivaia (or averaged) r wave spectrum discussed above can be used

to estimate the pat averaged, frequency dependent, apparent Q, Q, or its equiv-

alent t* = t/Q, if some reasonable assumptions are made concerning the equivalent -

source spectrum and the form of the frequency dependence of Q. Thus, for each

source region-receiving location pair individual estimates of Q (or t*) as a func-

tion of frequency can be obtained and the results can be related to differences

in the upper mantle attenuation near the sources and receivers.

Figure$-I3isa set of master curves used to obtain the estimates of Q and

t* at 1, 5, and 10 Hz given in Table 5-1. The curves are given in terms of

ground velocity, V (or, equivalently, pressure, for the hydrophone data) versus

* normalized frequency, F.

(1)!V = (F/(F 2+1) exp (-ITtf F/Q)
a q
where

Q = Q +Kf F and F = f/fo"

Q represents the low frequency value for Q and fo represents the corner fre-
0 2 0 -2
quency of the source. The source term, F/(F +1), represents a simple f fall-

off in displacement for f greater than f with constant displacement at low fre-0

quencies and a 'critically damped' corner. Of course, actual source spectra with

ea more or less rapid fall-off or, e.g.,a maximum near the corner frequency will

produce some bias in the Q value obtained or some misfit to the curves. The

frequency dependence assumed for Q, Q = Q0+Kf, agrees with the observation of

near constant Q at low frequencies,and with the prediction of relaxation theory

r (and some scattering theories) that Q should approach proportionality with f

above the highest time constant involved in the dissipation mechanism.

Making the substitution A - K/t and B - Qo/fot, inspection of Equation 1

shows that the same curve will be obtained for any values of Q09 K, fog and t

such that the parameters A and B have the same values, since, with that substi-

tution the exponent term reduces to - JrF/(B+AF)7 Thus, the curves in Figure 5-13,

showing the effect of varying K from 0 to Co with constant Q and t, represent

a variation of parameter A from 0 tooo with a constant value of B, i.e. Q /fot.
00

A similar set of curves can be constructed keeping A constant and varying B
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When a match is obtained between an observed spectrum and a master curve for a

given travel time, t, the source corner frequency, f,0 equals the observed fre-

quency coincident with F - 1. The values for K and Q follow directly.

The match of the master curves to the EK-WHA spectrum (Figure 5-1) is

shown in Figure 5-14. The spectrum is reasonably well contained between the

K = 100 and K = 200 curves. A better match is obtained in Figure 5-15, which

compares the spectrum with curves for constant K - 150 and Qo - 500 and 700 (i.e.

constant A and varying B). In this case, the nominal best fit is K = 150 and

Q0 =600 (for nominal t -700 and fo 1). The values used to obtain Q and t*

in Table 5-1 are based on the observed values of 693 sec and 1.2 Hz for t and

f , respectively.

The values obtained for Q and t* by the procedure described above are

listed in Table 5-lat frequencies of 1, 5, and 10 Hz, in order of decreasing Q.

All seven paths show a strong increase of Q with frequency, becoming almost pro-

portional to frequency between 5 and 10 Hz for some paths. As expected, there

are large differences in Q near 1 Hz with the lower values resulting from the

NTS paths and the very lowest from the regional (33 ) path to CSA. For common

USSR sources, CSA paths have somewhat higher Q than HA at all frequencies. In

order of decreasing Q, the source regions rank: NZ; EK; WS; and NTS. NTS falls

far below the others at 1Hz but approaches the Q for other paths to WHA at 10 Hz.

If correct, this would suggest thpt some high frequency energy might manage to

survive passage through the upper mantle under NTS.2

01
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Figur5-4. Spectrum of P from East Kazakh on station 213 vertical, 051 i

band-pass; dashed spectrum is noise immediately preceeding P.
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Figure 5-5. Spectrum Of P from East Kazakh on stacked verticals, 0.5-10 Hz

band-pass; dashed spectrum is noise level.
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Pigure5-8. Spectrum of P from Novaya Zemlya on stacked verticals, unfiltered;
I dashed spectrum is noise level before P.
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6. Q OF THE NORTHWEST PACIFIC LITHOSPHERE

Introduction

Using a unique data set of high-frequency, teleseismic Pa and Sn wave-

trains recorded on the Wake Island Hydrophone Array (WHA; Figure 6-D from circum-

Pacific earthquakes. We have been able to estimate apparent Q as a function of

frequency between about i and 10 to 15 Hz for the lithospheric waveguide.

The lithosphere of the northwest Pacific is an extremely efficient seis-

mic waveguide, passing frequencies as high as 30 and 35 Hz to 2000 km (for Pm and

Sn, respectively) and as high as 15 and 20 Hz to 3300 km (for Pn and Sn, respet

tively) (Walker et al., 1983). Although details of the generation and propaga-

tion of Pn/Sn are not well understood, it is generally agreed that they are

guided waves propagating within the lithosphere. Recent theoretical work in-
volving the generation of synthetic seismograms (Menke and Richards, 1980;

Gettrust and Frazer, 1981; and Sutton and Harvey, 1981) is beginning to improve

our understanding of these phases. However, work is still required in several

areas. As an example, there still seems to be disagreement concerning the rela-
S tive importance of scattering as opposed to some laterally uniform velocity-depth

function in producing the drawn-out character of Pn and Sn. In addition, little

theoretical work has been done on the effects of focal depth and sediment veloc-

ity structure near the receiver.

Our observational studies of Pn/Sn across the northwestern Pacific have

shown that the apparent Q of the lithosphere is high, higher for Sn than for Pn,

and that Q increases strongly with frequency above about I Hz (Walker, et al.,

1978; McCreery and Sutton, 1981).

The WHA data have provided a unique opportunity to study the generation

and propagation of Pn/Sn through mature (> lOOMY) oceanic lithosphere over pure
oceanic paths. The data are recorded on analog magnetic tape with response to

over 30 Hz, and a facility for efficient digitization is available at HIG. (The

installation has recently been upgraded to a fully digital recording system, as

described in Section 7.)

In understanding the chemical, physical, and dynamic conditions within the

earth, detailed knowledge of the anelastic properties is perhaps of as great or

greater importance than of the elastic properties. Anelasticity, for example,

is likely to be a more sensitive indicator of phase change, high temperature,

or the presence of interstitial fluids; it may be more directly related to defor-

mation and failure mechanisms, and to electrical conductivity.

K I _ ____ ____ ____17__
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The attenuation of seismic waves provides a means for observing the anelas-

tic properties of the earth's interior. Conversely, adequate knowledge of the

attenuation of the seismic waves is required in order to use them with confidence

to infer dynamic conditions at the earthquake source.

Q or Q is a convenient measure of seismic wave attenuation (Q normally

being defined by the expression: AM exp (-lTt/2Q), or by t* - t/Q for work on

teleseismic body waves). Q may be sub-classified as Qc or Q for P or S waves,

respectively. QQ is generally expected to be smaller than 0 since most loss

mechanisms appear to be associated with the rigidity modulus. Attenuation as a

function of depth within the earth, for frequencies lower than 1 Hz, has been in-

vestigated with considerable success for many years (e.g. Anderson and Hart, 1978).

Regional variations of attenuation in the continental crust and upper mantle have

also been investigated (e.g. Sutton et al., 1967; Cheng and Mitchell, 1981).

Recently, there has been an increase of interest in the frequency depend-

ence of Q (e.g. Aki and Chouet, 1975; Aki, 1980a and b, 1981; Mitchell, 1981).

Especially for frequencies above 1 Hz, scattering appears to make an important

contribution to attenuation within the continental crust and upper mantle (Aki

and Chouet, 1975; Aki, 1980a and b, 1981; Dainty, 1981; Dainty and Toksoz, 1981;

Wu, 1982). Attenuation from scattering (Qs) takes the same exponential form as

that from internal dissipation (Qi) and the two mechanisms can be difficult toi 1 1
differentiate, i.e., -- +- • Dainty, 1981, for lithospheric S waves in

Q Q Qs
central Asia and Japan, ob ained Q, 2000 + 500 and Qs= )U/go 'With ) assumed

to be 3.5 km/sec and go - 0.005 and 0.01 km- for Asia and Japan, respectively,

between about 1 and 30 Hz. Both. scattering theory and relaxation theory of in-

ternal friction predict that Q will increase with frequency above a certain fre-

quency; depending upon the size distribution for scattering and upon the highest

relaxation frequency for internal friction. For the earth this seems to be the

case, for one or the other or both mechanisms, above about 1 Hz.

The estimates of Q obtained for the western Pacific lithosphere from high-

frequency teleseismic Pn and Sn, in agreement with the continental studies refer-

enced above, show a strong increase with frequency. However, the values of Q are

an order of magnitude larger (Walker et al., 1978; McCreery and Sutton, 1981).

Until now, our analyses for Q have been limited to essentially single

station methods. Because of the distribution of the epicenters and the location

of WHA, there is a correlation between distance and path location; there is also
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some correlation between distance and magnitude of the events studied. These cor-

relations can produce uncertainty and bias in the estimates of Q.

Data

During the nearly three years of operation of WHA, many Pn/Sn recordings

have been obtained. Examples of Pn/Sn and their spectra illustrating their emerg-

ent and diffuse character and their high frequency content are shown in Figures 6-2

and 6-. Results of some preliminary analyses for Q as a function of frequency are

presented in the following section. As mentioned in the introduction, data are

routinely digitized from analog magnetic tape recordings with good fidelity to

above 30 Hz.

We have taken care in these studies to assure that the high frequencies ob-

served are not the result of non-linear response to large.signals.

Analytical Procedures and Results

An expression for the spectral amplitude,of a seismic signal is

A(f) = M0S(f)r -nexp(- lTfpqr) (1)
where M0 represents the source amplitude

' t S(f) represents the normalized source spectrum

f = frequency

r = distance

q - Q-I is the apparent anelastic attenuation coefficient and may

include some contribution from scattering and/or tunneling

p represents the "group" slowness; travel time divided by distance;

pr = t

n is the spreading parameter, e.g., for cylindrical, I for spherical.

In general, for a given set of observational data, q and n could be somewhat

correlated with f, r, and/or p; S(f) could be correlated with r and/or p; and M- 0

could be correlated with r. These relationships would be the result of: choosing

events having acceptable signal levels at different distances, i.e. bigger earth-

quakes at greater distances; interdependence between M and S, e.g., changing

source corner frequency with magnitude; some relationship between p and the por-

tions of the waveguide through which the signal propagates, i.e. averaging prop-
,@ erties of different depths within the waveguide at different group velocities;

and/or lateral variations in the waveguide. Uncertainty about these relation-

I[ ships translate into uncertainty in empirical estimates of Q.

- -A
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Using Equation 1, we can derive the relations for three independent pro-

cedures to obtain estimates of Q. First we take the logarithm of Equation-I and

then different derivatives:

InA(f) = Ln M + tnS - n nr - Tfpqr (1')o

1 nnA n ] I a2nM anS aq nr n

r + ar + rr nr fp (r

aq 1 a2mnA aq aq _ 2 q I an Inr a2n (3)
fr r p afar R-nf -knr Binf ?tnr Tpr af irp afar

1 92nA Dq 3q a_2_q I an Inr 2n (4)

pr nf 9par DZnp. atnr amnp-inr fr 5p -if apar

+ .1 a 2 nS

In Equations 2, 3, and 4, the underlined terms represent alternate ways to

estimate Q and the remaining terms on the right hand side are possible sources

of error. These equations can be expressed also in terms of derivatives with

respect to t rather than r, since t = pr. Most empirical estimates of Q have used

relationships equivalent to Equations 2 or 3.

Equation 2 can be used effectively for a given source recorded at different

distances. Some station corrections may be required. If different sources are

used, the amplitudes must be normalized to a common M0 and S. Uncertainty in the

spreading term, n, can produce difficulties.

Equation 3 can be used effectively for different sources recorded at a

single station since the source terms M°0 and S have been nearly eliminated.

However, this approach can be seriously in error if q varies with frequency.

L _ _,._ _

, . -, *i I
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For example, if Q is proportional to frequency,, i.e. q - c/f, the slope of the

spectrum will be constant with distance; the underlined term will be identically

zero; and apparent Q will be infinite. Including the second term in the defini-

tion removes the error but makes the value of Q indeterminate. Nakamura and

Koyama (1982) overcome this difficulty be obtaining a least square match between

qr (with an additional station correction term) and qfr obtained by integration

using the first two terms on the right hand side of Equation 3.

Figures 6-4 and 6-5 from McCreery and Sutton, 1981, summarize the results

of our first attempt to determine Q as a function of frequency for Pn and Sn

recorded at WHA. Previous estimates (Walker et al., 1978) were based on the

assumption that Q is independent of frequency. We now believe that assumption

was incorrect.

In Figure 6-4 on the left side, the estimates of Q for Pn and Sn are based

on Equation 4. This procedure was adopted to avoid problems, when using Equa-

tions 2 and 3. In Equation 2, the problems are associated with uncertainties

in the spreading law (n) and in the source strength of Pn and Sn as a function

of magnitude. In Equation 3, the problems are associated with uncertainties in

the variation of Q with frequency.

The method of Equatiod 4 seems appropriate since both Pn and Sn contain

appreciable energy over a wide range of "group" velocities (great circle distance/

travel time). The analytical procedure is as follows:

For each individual earthquake the spectral' amplitude averaged over

a I Hz band is determined as a function of "group" slowness, p,

(travel time/great circle distance) over a range of p appropriate

for Pn or Sn. The averaged slope of this function is then con-

sidered as a function of distance, using all the earthquakes, and

its slope is determined, providing the required second derivative.

Although the results of this procedure might appear to give reasonable

results, we believe it to be seriously in error, as explained below. One (or

more) of the possible error terms in Equation 4 seems to be of importance but

at this time it (or they) is not identified. We should note, however, that the

Q obtained for Sn using Equation 4 is essentially identical to that found for

the Q of coda waves by Aki and Chouet, 1975: "from 50 to 200 at I Hz to about

1000 to 2000 at 20 Hz."

6,6
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The results of an alternate analysis based on Equation 2 are shown on the

right in Figure6-4. Apparent Q increases with frequency at about the same rate

as that obtained by the previous method but the absolute levels are considerably

higher, reaching over 5000 and 10,000 for Pn and Sn, respectively, at 10 Hz.

The available data were comprised of a number of events of various magni-

tudes at different distances along the northwestern margin of the Pacific, re-

corded at essentially one location near Wake Island. For this reason, in using

the method of Equation 2, it was necessary to normalize the spectral amplitudes

for magnitude and for distance. That was accomplished as follows:

Modifying Equation 1'

knA' £nA + ninr - inK - mbtnc - ifpqr (1")

Using the appropriate range of p for Pn and Sn, for each frequency range,

f, coefficients 9nK, 2nV , and q were determined by linear regression using the

known variables A, r, and mb; and using n - - or I, for cylindrical or spherical

spreading, respectively. -The slope of 2 nA' versus r provides the estimate of Q.

In Figure 6-5, we show the results of removing the effect of attenua-

tion (with no correction for spreading) for two earthquakes differing in epi-

central distance by 10.50. In addition to providing an estimate of the Pn and

Sn source spectra, this procedure allows us to check which of the two methods

produced more reasonable estimates of Q(f). The higher Q values obtained by the

method of Equation 2 seem more reasonable. The resulting source spectra, for both

Pn and Sn, at both distances, fall off at about 12 dB/oct in pressure, which is

equivalent to a displacement amplitude spectrum of f
3 ; the equivalent ground

amplitude for both Pn and Sn at 1 Hz is about 1 .,um for the mb - 5.3 event

and about 10_14m for the mb = 6.2 event, close to the expected ratio; and

the spectral chape seems reasonably independent of distance. On the other

hand, using the lower Q values obtained by the method of Equation 4, the source

spectra appear to result from strong overcorrection: the spectral fall-off is

-1 -2
between f and f , in displacement, at the shorter distance and actually in-

creases with frequency for higher frequencies at the longer distance; equivalent

ground amplitudes at I Hz are 20 ^tm and 3mm for Pn and Sn, respectively, at the

shorter distance and 2mm and 2m for Pn and Sn at the longer distance.
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7. UPGRADE OF WHA FOR DIGITAL RECORDING

Introduction

The hydrophone array installed near Wake Island (WHA) was reactivated as

a seismic station in June 1979 by the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics. WHA con-

sists of six bottom phones, at 5.5 km depth, in an array 40 km across and an

additional four pairs of phones, at larger spacing, suspended at SOFAR depth

(Figure 7-3). The bottom array lies in a flat area on high Q lithosphere >108

years old. All of the deep and five of the SOFAR phones are operational. Until

September 1982, data were generally recorded from only three phones on a slow

speed analog cassette recorder. In early September, the station was upgraded

by RIG in cooperation with RAI for digital recording of all eleven phones. Many

circum-Pacific earthquakes and nuclear tests have been well recorded by WHA, its

location being ideally suited for monitoring such events. Nearly pure oceanic

paths between WHA and circum-Pacific sources facilitate studies of the ocean-

lithosphere waveguide such as propagation and attenuation of high-frequency,

teleseismic Pn and Sn as discussed in other sections of this report. For fre-

quencies above 3 Hz, WHA is quieter than most quiet continental stations.

Description of Upgraded System

The newly installed digital recording system is shown in Figure 7-2. The

I system is quite flexible, e.g. the choice of hydrophones monitored and digitizing

rates can be modified easily. A brief description of the system components follows:

Signals from up to 12 hydrophones drive low-noise, iso-

lation pre-amps (Analog Devices model 277) and pre-whit-

ening anti-aliasing filters. The filters have maximum

response between 8 and 20 Hz, fall at 12 dB/octave to-

ward lower frequencies to 0.25 Hz, are flat down to 0.025

Hz and then continue to fall at 12 dB/octave toward low-

er frequencies. These filters are designed to take ad-

vantage of the low noise levels above 2 to 3 Hz at WHA.

Two analog signals are used to produce visible monitor

records. After filtering,the signals are multiplexed

and digitized in a 16 bit A/D converter (Data Transla-

tion DT2784-SE/DT57161B) which has direct memory access

to the CPU. The manually adjustable digitization rate

is controlled by a lkz pulse from a satellite synchro-

nized clock (Kinemetrics Realtime 468DC). The CPU is a

DEC LSI 11/2 16-bit microprocessor with 64k bytes of



memory. It forms the data into blocks and links it to

the four recording tape drives (Datum D451; 45ips, 1600

bpi, 14 inch reels) through the controller-formatter

(Datum model 15221). A dual floppy disk drive (512kB

each) is included for booting and programming tasks.

Also included is a printer (DEC LA 38) for hard-copy

operations logging.

Under nominal operation, eleven hydrophones are recorded, at 80 samples/

sec (fn - 40 Hz), at 16 bits per sample, producing four tapes per day. At this

time, no real-time event triggering mode is being implemented. Several months

requirement of tape are available and data retrieval and selection are being

conducted at RIG. Means of timely communication of epicenter informationneeded

for data selection for many small events,are being established through the Center
for Seismic Studies in Arlington, Virginia and RAI in Stone Ridge, New York since

RAI has a dedicated leased phone link to CSS. WHA data from events of interest

will be transmitted to CSS for archiving and the use of others.

Examples of Seismic Data

In Figures 7- 3 and 7-4 , signals recorded on hydrophone 74 of WHA soon after

the installation of the upgraded system provide an example of the capabilities

of the system. The record in Figure 7-3 and spectra in Figure 7-4 from a large

earthquake south of Honshu, Japan show energy of interest with frequencies ex-

ceeding 20 Hz lasting more than 30 minutes; the maximum signal to noise and

dynamic range of interest approach 50 dB. The spectrum of the background noise

shows that the pre-whitening filter has flattened the noise above 5 Hz and re-

duced the rise at low frequencies to a moderate 15 to 18 dB.

0
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